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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

YELLOWSTONE PARK, WYO.

ICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

' 7, 1936

The Diroc tor,
National Nolfe Service,

snhin/-ton, B. C.

Dear Mr, Director:

The following is the report of activities for Yellowstone Katie
Fark durin;; the axrath of Auyuat, 1936:

000 - Generali iminwium

The extraordinary travel 90t June at

Hit and by the mi of the month 389,156 visitors had entered the park
as against 284,727 to the tsem date last year, an Increase of 36,7 par

cant. ; ' &§ trie previous racor*'; travel ;.-.- . ^..arpassed and it

is evident 'chat the season* s travel iiill escesd 42o,GO0. The previous
record year was 217,998 in 1935,

nail travel to the end or a dticmed a substantial : ,

;

.- ving entered 17,182 passengers via the various gateways as against
14,316 to the I te last year and 11,79c to the asms date in 1934.
est ot the rail visitors were accommodated at the hotels, due to the

alight difference Is price between NSUIO for the 8§ days tour -via the

hotels as egainst $99*$$ for the ledges, -his 5*ft met of the lodge
space available to take WOPt of motorists sac tbe lodges and housekeeping
cabins were crowded to capacity at all points throughout I ~>c the

N&Hu A gen.ral slump in travel occurred on August 26 which is the at

case each year as J visitors are beginning to return to their homes
about that date. The travel will continue on the decline until the Labor
Day holidays when after another spurt it will gradually diminish.

The increase in travel was reflected* in the business of the epei

ad all operations leported increases commensurate with the travel.
erous comr-laintB were received both verfeally sik -iting, especially

i .
• the housekeeping cabins ard cafeteria vice.

During Director Garrr.erer * s visit he Kent into this fctttP of rates and

service quite thoroughly onversed with numerous visitors to learn
of their reactions on these .o 'ations. Burns 0, Downey of the lark

rotors Division in eshinyton nt to the park especially to in-
vestigate co.plaints and to reviev and bw vices provided by the

various operators. Charles I. Gable, Chief of the 1 ark ialon,

was also in the park from • u-ust 9 to 27 end want into thin ntt r quite
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thoroughly. In view of his recorrr< enactions sons of the prices at the

cafeterias were reduced to 1 ctive September 1 and it is expected

that the matter of rates will he thoroughly discussed in Washington this

winter with a view to arrive at suitable the operators to

charge which will be agreeable to park visitors
prices charged in communities in the vicinity of the park.

020 - General eather Conditions

A summary of the general weather conditions in the park will be
found attached to the back of this report.

021 - In the 3- ark

Tther conditions throughout the park have bout normal for

this month and the average monthly te ture has run only one degree
above normal. The highest temperature recorded for the month was 87
degrees and the lowest 34 degrees at Mammoth. However, at several
in the interior of the perk considerably cooler temperatures have been
experienced during tiie night. Precipitation for the moni iat

above normal fo the entire park. Due to numerous heavy showers certain
sections of highway which are now under construct ion have been almost

assable aiftimes. This condition applies especially on the n ;de

between the Buffalo Ranch and the Northeast Entrance, ileavy rains caused
soma bad slides along the highway from Madison .Ti .ction to Rorris, ut

otherwise travel throughout the park was unaffected by weather conditions.

022 - Approaches to the Park

All of the approach roads to the park have been in good condition
throughout the month, although the approach to the Seat Entrance has been
somewhat rough and dusty because of construction work. At no time during
the month, however, have any of the approach roads been closed because

ea ther cond it ions •

023 - In Nearby states

ther conditions in the nearby states have been comparable to

those recorded in Yellowstone Park, with the exception that at lower
Ititudes precipitation has net been as near normal as it has been in
higher regions. Temperatures, however, have been about norr.:al, in con-

trast to the extremely hot weather recorded in July. All of the highways
in the nearby states are reported to be in excellent condition, with the

exception of certain short stretches which are under construction.

100 - Administration

110 - :.tatus of ork

Superintendent Rogers spent most of the mouth acquainting himself with

and inspecting conditions in the interior of the park, conduc ng visiting
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officials and special visitors, and making contacts in nearby

communities necessitating his being out of the office a great part of

the time*

Chief Clerk Hundley departed on August 3d for Omaha where he

assumed theduties of Chief Clerk of the Regional . -... office. His

services in the Yellowstone terminated at the close of August 5th. On

August 3d senior clerk Keith Neilson took over the duties of Mr. Hundley

as acting chief clerk and on August 31st his appointment as chief clerk

was received, to be effective September 1, 1936. Clerk Boyd Lnrsen

received an appointment as senior clerk vice Mr. Neilson which likewise

will become effective September 1st.

The services of Kenneth Bowman, messenger, terminated on August 27th
but lenve of absence due him will necessitate carrying him on the pay-
roll until September 4th.

Temporary clerk Alice Harris departed on Aurust 31st. The leave
which is due her will necessitate carrying her on the oeyroll until
September 14th. Miss Harris is being recommended to fill the vacancy
created through the promotion of Boyd Larsen to Mr. Neilson' s position.

On August 3d the local civil service board received notice of an
examination for the position of telephone operator to fill vacancies in
the Yellowstone organization to be held on August 20th. The examination
for the position was held on that date vdth seven competitors. The
examination .as conducted by secretary Joffe and Kei th Neilson. On
August 12th chief clerk Neilson and voucher clerk Fred Bussey were appoint-
ed as merbers of the local board to succeed E. A. Hundley and Frank

• atson. On August 26th an announcement was received for an examination
for the position of warehouseman to fill summer vacancies in the Yellow-
stone organization, the closing date for the file c i cations for
which is September 12th.

A number of promotions were received during the month many of the
recipients hov ; ng had no increases for more than five years.

120 - Inspections by :

121 - Superintendent

Superintendent Rogers made insp ctions around headquarters and into
the interior and outside of the park as follows:

Auoist 4 - To Old Faithful and return ensrs. Capes and Hill to

inspect arking areas*

August 6 - To Cody to meet Director Cammerer; returned Maamoth for night.

August 7 - Accompanied Director Cammerer to Old Faithful; returned

moth far night.
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August 9 - To Lake to meet Director Csmmerer; returned +

night •

August 10 - To Lake for trip to Stevenson Isfl ector Caramerar;

returned Mammoth for night •

ugust 12 - To Gardiner and return it , ho; oodwln

to look over site for Yellowstone Park Company warehouse.

:ust 14 - io south entrance to m*>et 0. « Cellingwoefi, contact

officer for the American forestry Association; returned ;h for nifht.

August 15 - To Old Faithful with Mr. Col lingwood and

Yard; and to attend Montana Press Association meeting; itnna ammoth

for night

•

August 16 - To Canyon to meet Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde; returned Manmoth
for night.

August 1? - Accompanied Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde arid est

Yellowstone; returned Mammoth for night.

August 19 - Vi/ith park engineer Xord mode inspection trip to look over

Lewis & Clark Cavern national Monument; returned Mammoth for night.

August 21 - To Cody to meet Senator an'? Mr*. Gsrl Hayden, V. , ^tor

from Arizona; returned Mammoth for night.

August 22 - * ade trip to V;e st Yellowstone and return.

August 24 - Made loop trip with Messrs. Baker, Hill, , Llln #

and Joe Lentz, the latter of the Continental Oil Company, to look over
sites for oil tanks to be installed by the operators.

August 25 - To Tower Falls and return, with M essrs. Hill, ,

and Wiliiaason (B.P.R. ) to look over road and bridge matters.

August 26 - 1 ade trip to Beartooth Lake on Cooke dg. road and re-

turn.

122 - Srecial Held Representatives of the National Park Service

Ansel F, Hall, Chief, Field Division of Education, Berkeley, in
south Au ust 1st; out 7th.

Gabriel Sovulewski, park supervisor, Yonemite National Park, In
northeast August 3d; out east 7th#

Dave H. Madsen, supervisor of fish resources, Salt Lake City, in
south August 7th; out north IX th.
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Howard W. Baker, district landscape architect, ',

13th; out sou13i 25th,

George Mason, regional landscape architect, Omaha,

13th j out northeast 16th.

F. A, Kittr&dge, chief 9r, Sar dsco, in no. t 13th;

out south 15th,

Thomas Carpenter, acting regional lane el ,
ncisco,

in west August 10th; out northeast 17th.

R. K. Grater, wildlife tochnician, E.C. ..,
,

south 27th;

out east 29th.

S. F. Ryan, regional equipment engineer, E.C. ., , outh 10th;

out 11th.

123 - National Park Service 01 fleer

a

Arno B. Cammerer, Director, in east 6th; out northeast 11th.

Isabelle F. fitary, editor-in-chief, Washington, D, C, , in e

August 6th; out northeast 11th.

Albert H. Good, ' ashington, D. C # , in north 7th; out east 9th.

George A. Grant, photographer, Washington, D. C, in south 5th; out
north I712i#

Karry T. Thompson, assistant chief landscape architect, Washington,
D, C, in south 13th; out northeast 16th.

J. Lee Brown, junior adrainist otive assistant, Washingten, 3. C.,

inAugust 11th.

Frank L. Ahern, fire protection engineer, Washington, D, C, in
north 13th; out east 23rd.

Charles L. Gable, park operators division, 'ashington, D. C,, in

noriJi 9th; out north 27th.

Mary C. Ryan, public rel tions division, Waahl '>, D. C, ;

r, east

August 26th.

Burns C. Downey, auditor, park operators division, Washington, D. C,
in August 18th.

124 - Other Interior iepartment Officers

Liam F. Hutton and v ilson H. Heorge, srecial agents, division of
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investi ration, office of the Secretary, who arrived In the park May 28th
and de; artedvia the oteway July 30th, returned on 86th and
27th respectively. Hutton departed f©3 )th while
George will remain longer to

;

• the accounts of the operators.

125 - Other Governmental Office;

Harold L. Curtiss, Landscape Architect, T. , , ,
,

Utah, in office August 5th.

Jem . Ooflgrove, :'epa rtment of ae,
'

ton, D. C.,

August 7th J out cast August 8th.

Neal . ftlioki upe rvi sing Engineer, Procurer.ent on, in
August 7th; out north 8th.

140 - Labor Situation

The various road projects as well as the two building projects at
oth and the general maintenance work afforded loyment

throughout, the month for men residing in the states adjoining the perk.
There was some 'difficulty in securing suit," employees for a

few of "the positions but the aanploj erviee in the park
under L. L. Oaffney was able to meet most i requests of/the con-
tractors without serious delay.

150 - Equipment and Supplies ,

There were three carloads of gasoline, eight carloads of road oil
and one carload each of coal, pine lumber, brick, cement and bridge plant
in addition to other large shipments of lubricating oil, lime, groceries,
toilet tissue, nails, Hi-Test gasoline, one patrol boat, one power pump,
etc. weighing 64,552 lbs.

160 - Status of Alienated Lands

There was no change in the st tus of alienated lands in the park duri:

the month.

170 - Plans, Maps and Surveys

: th the exception of the furlougnlng of one Civil erviee rodman,
the engineering personnel remained the same as for last month. Assistant
Resident Engineer Trevor supervisee the contract construction on the
Poithful water system an. ... Lneeri tllaee and Stewart completed
field and office work in connection with topographic ma os and plot plans
at various points in the park. Park Engineer Lord anC irt

made two trips to the Lewis and Clark I.'onument for final inspection of the
proposed road to the Caves and to outline a topographic survey of the
Monument area.
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180 - Circulars, Placards, ublicity Bulletins, te .

Circulars Nos, 21 to 85, inclusive, were issued during the month

and copies are attached, ihe July-August issue of Nature Notes was

released on August 15th, and copies were distributed to our general

mailing list. A cc . attached. Publicity Director J. H. Mader,

who has handled thepub lie ily work in 1he park during the past six

seasons, departed on August 29th. Mr. Mader is to engage in teaching

journalism at the University of I ota during ihe coming winter.

Numero s press releases, associated press and unite atches,

and many pictures were sent throughout the country for general distri-
bution. The clippings received through the various clipping b*

serving the park indicate that these stories and pictures are receiving
vide pub li est ion.

200 - Maintenance, Improvements and New Construction

210 - Rca d Maintenance

For the first two weeks of the month high winds and heavy rains
caused considerable damage on many of the road sections and most main-
tenance items could be classed as heavy or emergency work. During the
last half of the period all crews concentrated on ditch and culvert
cleaning preparatory to disbanding most of the section crews early next
month •

The oiling crew completed erocessing treatment of nine miles of
roadway and the seal coating of nine miles of the Firehole Cascades-
Old Faithful section and two miles of the Inspiration Point road. This
crew was then disbanded as a unit and the equipment divided and assigned
to various section crews to carry on minor oiling items.

Practically the ntire mileage of both the South and Hast Forest
sections was given a dust oil treatment.

220 - Improvement s

Shops - The usual maintenance has gone forward during the month of
Augu st •

electrical Department - The usual maintenance and repair work has
gone forward during the month. There were approximately 1400 ft. of
underground parkway type 2 conductor cable laid from the lookout station
on . ishburn down to the timberline. Also work war started in clearing
the right-of-way and digging holes between Soda Butte Creek bridge and
Cooke City entrance and a number of native telephone poles were reset
on line from Tower Falls to Lamar Junction and between Lake and 10-mile
post on Z-ast Entrance line. Ihe services of Miss Esther Boyd, employed
as telephone operator, terminated at noon September 2 and one of the
tel phone operators from our Lake switchboard was transferred to Mammoth
to fill this position. Lloyd Seasholtz transferred from Yosemite Park as
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Chief Mactrician vice Charles -.ale, deceased, arrived in the nark

on Aurust 28th and immediately took over his new duties. e usual

maintenance and repair weak has gone forward dur ;h,

C rpenter Shop - es the usual repair work during the month,

three bear cages were built to ship bears in, a foundation was made for

the chlorine house at the new ref?ervoir, 1 ch'mneys were tore •

out and rebuilt at the Tower I nils and Snake liver ranger stations.

blag Department - In addition to the usual maintenance eu

operation, install r pressure gages at power house and 50 ft.

ich copper tubing fro: enstock, made and installed 15 new
camp tables at Lake, installed frost-proof water line to the ; bant

buffalo keeper's quarters* and recovered cesspool a; eking

station.

Paint Shop - Repainted all mile-posts between Wort ance and

Canyon, from Canyon Junction to Tower Falls, and froir\ Tower Junction to

moth. J ainted interior and laid linoleum at Bechler River ranger

station, and replaced brokon windows and repaired chimneys at the Snake

t ion;*

230 - Mew Construction

'ds were opened in Denver on August 26 for constructing and im-

proving Project RTEC 1-B-l, Bridges, Grand Loop Highway, between Norris
and I.adison Junction over the Gibbon River, .394 miles. Strong and
Grant, Springvllle, Utah, contractor, was low with a bid of ,'87,257.00

ard was recommended.

a wore opened in Denver on August 26 for constructing and im-
proving Project 8-A-3 Grading 1.93 miles through Lamar Canyon on the
Tower Falls-Cooke road. Peter Kiewit Sons Co. of Omaha, Nebraska was
the low bidder with a bid of £89,402.00. Ho?/ ever, because the bid was
considered too high., avard waa not recommended.

The following construction projects were active during the month J

, . 347 - Utility Building, Mammoth - This project is approximately !

per cent complete with the end of December as the estimated date of
completion. All steel framing is in place and riveted and forms for the
exterior concrete wall erected over the north half of the structure.

. . 227.8 - Subsidiary Reads, I'lrehole Lake Section - Balance of fui

remaining for this project were exhausted early in the month with the
cample tion of fine grading and dust oiling of the 800 ft. section as

described in last month's report and the project considered to complete.

P.P. 584 - Old laithful -ater System - All structural work, with the ex-
ception of a short section of the diversion dam, was complete at the end

of the month and the entire nain ready for pressure testing. Backfilling
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of trenches, landscaping, and rp ai*e the it work

to be done and the estimated date of completion is -bar 20th.

. • 598 - ater and Power Development, i aamoth - Work esuraed on

this project on "the 10th of the month with the crew re. from the

Firehole-Lake road project. Gears anc' trench

excavation i rrected by hauling ead
t
spread ing select material,

approximately 90 cubic yards in quantity, bet * and 78, Con-

struction was also startedon the chlorine and pumphouse at the domestie

reservoir, tliis work consisting to date of the setting of forms and

pouring of foundations and concrete floors,

, . 509 and 564 - Trail Bridges - ork continued on the Blacktail-Deer
Creek bridge throughout the month with an average crev of 10 men.

ction of all steel and hanging of the floor system was completed with
work yet to be done consisting of the placing of the steel and asphaltic
concrete deck and general cleanup. All work should be completed hy~

September 15th and the bridge open-id to traffic.

Tm ject 601 IF - Fmergency Reconstruction of bservation Platfor
Reconstruction of the observation platform at the Upper I alls of the

Yellowstone River was started on August 17th. Heavy traffic prevented
anything more than preparatory work at the site and the crew for the
most part was occupied in getting out log and stone materia} ruling
it to the work.

Contract Construction - Fork on the Post Office building made considerably
better progress than in the previous month* All footings were poured and
approximately 40 per cent of the stone basement walls were erected.
limited quantity of steel and construction material has been hauled to the
site and a masonry crew has been preparing dressed, stone for outsid
finish.

Ma jor road construction was considerably retarded during the first
half of the month by unfavorable weather and throughout the neriod by

vy traffic, but under these conditions progress can be reported as

satisfactory. On the Old Faithful- est Thumb section rough gra<

to be about 60 per cent complete with the probabilit;
road may be < to late I Le as far ing Ore k. On the

surfacing co a tract between Canyon and Lake aubgrade reinfore
practically completed and approximately 5,5 idles of sur th oil
binder had been laid. Final bituminous surfacing between Canyon and

r Junction was nearly completed at the end of the month with only
about five miles of cover coat material yet to be spread. This project
has the appearance of developing the most satisfactory job of its type
yet done in the park, ^inal bituminous surfacing rk between Tower
Junction and Mammoth v J tely 30 per cent complete but the

contractor has considerably increased his truck equipment and unless
e ceptionally early cold weather occurs th,. ./ be corn- leted this
season. Rou$i bag on the Soda ction is esti-

mated to be about BOper cent complete and pr; in a satisfactory
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11305-4
Project F.P» i',24.8 - Fishing Bridge Huscura Street and Parking

Area rearing conpletion* Seal coat "beirjg applied
Au_ ut 29 •
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11305-6
Project F.F. 224,8 - Aug. 29

extension and walk*

- View of completed liuseum Gate
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11304-2
Projects 509 & 564 - Blacktail-Deer Creek Suspension Bridge

ovor the Yellowstone River. View of steel towers erected
in place on August 18, 1926*

SA.70J7-6

11303-6
Projects 509 & 564 - View looking north during construction

showing first frame hung in place.
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August 5, 1956 11300-5

View of government buildings located in proposed hotel-
lodge area at llaraooth to "be demolished*

//^?0£ —.^*-

Septeraoer 2, 1936 11306-4

View of governiaent "buildings in proposed hotel-lodge area

at Manmoth "being demolished.
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manner. r on the r. iiing Bridge, together with its approaches
and adjacent walks and nrking areas, appears to be progressing extrc

ly slow, a much lo or •
• c. of work being done than should reasonably

be expected even under the unfavorable ic conditions.

i ararcoth Development Plan

The Hotel Company started work on rt 1 on the consolidation of
the Hotel and Lc srvice into one ar the vicinity of the existing
hotel and its subsidiary buildings, the first ntep being the razing of
the west wing of the hotel, ho the lobby and dining room on the
first floor and sleeping nccOmmodations In the upper stories.

In order to provide sufficient space for the proposeo development
it was also necessary to remove Government storage sheds north of the
hotel area. The* razing of the Government structures is being done as

an E,C.u. project and 12ie material salvaged being used for the construc-
tion of temporary storage buildings at other location*.

300 - Activities of Other Agencies in the Park

310 - Public Service Contractors

The unusual travel taxed the accorsnodations of the operators and
practically every night until near the end of the month it was difficult
to secure either lodge or housekeeping cabin accommodations after six
P.M. The hotels also received excellent patronage and on several occasions
these accommodations were at a premium and it was necessary to room guests
very carefully in order to take care of those seeking this type of
accor.imodation.

Numerous complaints were received verbally and in writing, particularly
arding accommodations at the housekeeping cabins and cafeterias. Burns

C. Downey of the Park Op rotors Division in hington war sent to the
parte with a view to investigating these complaints and review prices
and services oi the operators.

Also, Chief of Park Operators Division Charles L. Gable was in the
park from August 9 to 27 spending a considerable portion of his time on
these same matters.

The Y olio .stone Park Co oany anc . Pryor were notified to reduce
some of the prices at the cafeterias beginning epterher 1st to more
nearly meet prices outside the park.

On August 4th the work of razing the kanmoth Hotel an to make
room for a combined hotel and lodge unit viiich is expected to be ready
for operation at the beginning of the 1937 season*

On August 21 o ficial tel graphic advice was received from Washington

to the effect that the new Yellowstone Park Cor.x any contract had been
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approved*

On August 26 the Yellovstone Park Company closed its L ake dormitory
which had "been in use to accommodate the overflow of visitors seeking
joommodations at the Lake Lodge. The Company next year expects to again

operate the Lake Hotel.

400 - Flora, Fauna and Natural Phenomena

410 - Ranger, Naturalist and Guide Service

Bsgular protection department work has "been carried on throughout
the month and has consisted of ptiblic contact work, sale of permits
at entrance stations, wildlife studies and investigations, police
protection, fire suppression and pre-suppression, inspection of
Government and operators' "buildings for fire hazards, supervision of
trail maintenance, an* various other work whi 8 "been assigned to
this department.

Sixteen temporary rangers had been released at the close of the
month. These men were released "because c et that travel dropped
somewhat toward the last few days of the month and our appropriation

l not sufficient to retain their services through to the end of the
season.

Considerable time was spent "by Protection Department personnel in
checking prices of services of operators and lahor conditions of
operators' employees. The entire time of one ranger was devoted to
fish culture and fish planting work. One permanent ranger was assigned
to duty during the entire month on highway patrols, Some gratifying
results have been obtained from the maintenance of the highway patrol
inasmuch as there has been a noticeable reduction in the speed of all
park visitors and the number of serious accidents on park highways has
been appreciably reduced this season in comparison with previous years,
considering the heavy increase in travel. Cone, ie tine was spent
on fire suppression work, although m were able to hold all forest fires
to less than class "8" size.

420 - Museum Service

The regular sunsnor schedule of lectures was carried on by the
Naturalist Staff fazing he nonth. ;>even ranger-naturalists and our
research naturalist were released by the end of the month*

450 - Animal Disease Control

The Public Ifealth Service completed their research work on
Sylvatic Plague in the park on August 14. Two crews, of three men each,
collected specimens of ground squirrels and marmots in the vicinity of
Mammoth and Gallatin. On August 20 word was received from the Director
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that tests, made "by the Public ilealth Service on rodents collected in

the park, shower sitive reaction to Sylvatic plague, ;,e were

directed to start immediate control of rodents within areas of human

concentration in the park. Inasmuch as all ground squirrels had

hibernated, it was impossible to start control measures on them;

consequently, mice and rats were the only rodents on which control work

could he done at this time. He have concentrated our control work in

the vicinity of Mammoth, hut some rodent control work lias heen

accomplished at other gtatieng in the park,

460 - Birds

A census of the trumpeter swan in Yellowston ed
Eock Lakes was completed during the month* B» followin Lotion

shows the number of birds counted*

Adults Qygnets

Yellowstone Park 38 IS
sent to Park 5 2

Red Rock Lakes 31 26

tOfAI. - /' 40"

Three of the four cygnets on Swan Lake disappeared during the

month, two on August 7th, and one on the 22d. investigation of their
disappearance indie; tod that they were killed by coyotes* All other
cygnets observed in the park are doing nicely, including the seven on
Trumpeter Lake,

There has laeen no noticeable increase or decrease in the waterfowl
population in the park arid no unusual observations of "bird life,

470 - Animals

Bear - a hear count was conducted during the first three weeks in
August and the following tabulation has been prepared to indicate the

actual count and the estimated number present in the parki

Black Bear
Grizaly Bear

Actual Count estimated

d u fc| Yearlings Cubs Total t Adults Yearlings Cubs Total

122 37 36 196 368 105 148 621
63 21 14 98 166 56 64 286

Two black bears, a male and a female, were shipped to the Rotterdam
Zoological Gardens in Holland on August 10. Two black bear were killed
during the month at Fishing Bridge, one because ci injury and the other
because of continued depredations. The followin.- tabulation indicates

-12-
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the total "bear incidents reported to date as compared with 1935i

1935 Iv^JL

Injuries this month 20 18

Damages this month 10 84

Total injuries to date 39 32

al damages to G 26 125

Total incidents to date - 157

Buffalo - An attempt was made during the month to secure a count

on all the buffalo in the park* However, at this season of the year an
accurate count is almost impossible "because of 1 et that these ani-

mals are scattered through the tSmher and over the high plateau regions

which comprise their summer range. or hundred fifty-one adult

buffalo Wise counted and 91 calves were observed* ale Show

Coral at Antelope Creek has continued to attract large crowds ox visitors
and with the completion of the new parking area at this site it is

expected that this show will increase in popularity.

Moose - A moose count was made in the park on August 1? and 22 •

The following tabulation indicates the actual count and the estimated
number present in the parks

Actual Count jtiaated
Bulls Cows Calves "* Total Bulls*

"* ">>"': " Calves Total

107 71 42 220 242 240 130 612

Moose have heen observed in Willow Park and at other points near
Canyon and Lake almost daily "by park: visitors*

Sheep - Three mountain sheep, two ewes and one lamb, havs been
observed in the vicinity of Mt. .everts "between Mammoth and Gardiner
during this month. This is considered very unusual inasmuch as these
animals usually seek summer range at a higher elevation and in more
isolated regions. aese animals have "been observed on several occasions
"by park visitors.

^ther Animals - It has "been necessary to start some control measures
on heaver above tne intake for water supply for Mammoth. In damming
up the streams above the water in. considerable amount of dehris,
willow stems and moss have broken loose, flowing down the stream and
clogging up the grates at the intake. In order to relieve this con-
dition the beaver are caught in live traps and transported to other
waters.

All big game animals which have "been observed during the month
appear to he in excellent condition and the food supply is plentiful

on the stanmer range. The late rains which > courred in ugust helped

the winter range to some extent. However, the growth of forage plants
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had almost stopped and most of the grasses had matured before the rain
fell. It is estimated that the available forage on the winter ga
ranges is only about 70 per cent as plentiful as last year,

480 - Phenoner

Angel Spring - a colorful display is visible in three areas on the

formation* The flow is increasing at the outlet on the south end which
had been nearly dry for a year.

Baby Spring - is now flowing from three outlets close together*

Blue Spring - decreased in flow about August £0, but is flowing
stronger than in July.

Cleopatra Spring - shows no change.

Cupid's Spring - shows about one-third as much flow as last month.

Hymen Spring - is still inactive.

Jupiter Terrace - water is flowing down this slope in three places
but little color is in evidence.

.n Spring - is still inactive.

Minerva Spring - started flowing about the 10th and the pool on
top is filled ! gain.

«

Mound Spring - the flow has increased and beautiful formations
can be viewed from the highway.

Naiad Spring - has also increased and the overflow in places is
quite noticeable from the highway.

Opal Spring - has decreased slightly.

Orange Spring Mound - has decreased about 25 per cent.

Palette Spring - is overflowing the path toward Liberty Cap, as
several underground drainage channels have filled up.

Summit Basin Spring - shows no change.

Vandalism is quite noticeable at many of the springs and pools,
visitors ; saving broken the formations and thrown pieces into the water.

Korris Geyser Basin

Whirligig Qey3er - which was quiet during the early part of the

season and is a vory interesting geyser, finally ceased eruption, as faj

-14-
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as can "be told for the time "being, on . 14, The c and ranger-

naturalist at thet point Relieve that the rooks thrown into :/ser

crater have had something to do with the choking, up of the geyser*

veral hundred pounds of rock have been taken out of this geyser "by

these men during the last month, the rocks h ving "been thrown in by
thoughtless and foolish visitors*

Constant Geyser - has not erupted during the month.

Porcelain Terrace - toward the east end of the "basin, has "been

very active, more steam and -water eo at of the numerous vents on
this hill than usual. According to observation, some of these vents
are depositing silica at a very rapid rate.

Valentino Geyser - hich is the largest in this "basin, is "believed

by one of the ranger-naturalistl to "be very regular in its eruptions,
with an interval of ahout 18 hours. Occasionally however, it mioses
an eruption entirely, hut this does not seem to t its regularity
as it icks up the next day at the usual time, The height of eruption
is from 100 to 110 feet.

Steamboat Geyser - south of the Museum, for a cnown as
Crater Geyser, is rao. ve, erupting ahout every eight or ten
minutes to a height of 35 feet and expelling a great deal of water.

Most of the saall geysers, such as Tixen, Fearless, Corporal, and
Veteran art hehaving as usual.

In the south part of the basin considerable sinter is being de-
posited, whereas, in the north )f the geysers do not appear
to be depositing any silica at all.

Upper Geyser ."Basin

Artemosia Geyser - was witnessed in eruption only once during the
month, on August 80, She tuaxinam height was about 20 feet.

Beehive Geyser - has not been observed in eruption this season.

Butterfly Spring - has not been seen in eruption t. tilth.

Chain Lake Geyser - has continued its unusual activity and a
complete eruption was witnessed on .August 20, The estimated height was
60 feet and the duration about 60 to 90 seconds. The pier, is extremely
beautiful and spec r«

Cliff Geyser - was witnessed in eruption once during the month,

l''an and Mortar Geysers - played on August 28,

Slant Geyser - played on August 6, 17, and 24, E ach eruption was
normal in height and duration,
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ndkerchief Pool - has "been more full than usual during the last

half of the month. On two different occasions it li blowing

hut has not displayed the foimer handlerchief action.

Lion Geyser - has been playing frequently arid on one occasion had

a forty-minute interval*

Restless Geyser - was observed in eruption b; .0 Caravan group

on August 31

«

Vault Geyser - was unusually active on August SI, playing on

several occasions in the morning and afternoon to sight of from ten

to fifteen feet.

All other features have been displaying norra ty,

490 - Miscellaneous

Dr. Leonard P. Schultz, in cooperation with the Bureau of Fisheries,

was engaged to investigate fish food conditions in Yellowstone La

and other waters of the park. Sons consider, t ion was also given to

the control of perch in Goose Lake, Br, Schultz has agreed to submit

recommendations for the control of these exotic fie as had
an opportunity to investigate their food habits and the possibility and
advisability of eradicating them from park waters by the use of poisons.
These fish, in their present location, are considered a menace to the
trout waters of the Madison Biver and lakes on this stream outside of
the park,

500 - Use of Park F cilities by the Public

510 - Increase or Decrease in Travel

The total travel for the month amounted to 143,708 visitors and
39,588 motor vehicles as compared with 114,677 visitors ana 31,396
motor vehicles for ^ugust, 1935, The total travel to date amounts to
389,156 visitors and 110,375 motor vehicles as compared with 284, 7£7
visitors and 80,098 motor vehicles for 1935, This represents an in-
crease of 36,7 per cent in visitors and 37,8 per cent in motor vehicles.

A survey of house trailers and house cars was conducted during the
month and every house trailer that entered the par'-.: was contacted
some member of the party was requested to fill out a questionnaire form.
The results of this survey have not been tabulated to date,

A total of 16,539 automobiles were counted in the devel ato

camps during the month as compared with 12,606 recorded for August

of last year*
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550 - Visitors

August 4 - C, . tark, Jr., Sports Editor of the Spokesman Review,

Spokane, Washington, in north? out west 7th,

August 5 - Charles Dawes, former U, S, Viee-President and party
in east j out west 7th. Party consisted of ISe* Dawes* brothers Rufus

Dawes, ex-President, Chicago Association of Combs© rce, aairy Dawes?

John Ames, publisher of the CI: Journal of 9©j Ralph Budd,
President, C»B.* . ilway? 2, J, Liehold, representing; Henry Ford in
perpetuating museums in the United States? Col, Han

,
Lgh

officer? Charles S. Davis? George P. Dryden, Are] * nry
Cullen, colored servant, aide to General Pershing during the World war*

August 5 - Hon. Hattie V« Caraway, u» S. Senator from & rkansas
in east, accompanied by her son Forrest? out north 7t, *

August 7 - Franklin £• Barr, prominent attorney, Philadelphia, Penn*

August 7 - Herhert Hoover, J^x-President of the United States, in
wsst? out south 7th#

August 7 - Lawrence Richey, Secretary to former President Hoover,
in west? out south 7th.

August 7 - Captain Robert £« York, Assistant to Engineer
Commissioner, District of Columbia.

August 11 - Mrs. Olga von Boetticher, wiffe of Lt* Gen. Freidrich
von Boetticher, military and air attache at German iimbassy in
Washington, D. C, in west.

August 11 - Hon. Gerald _". 5y», IT, s. Senator from Horth Dakota
in north? out north 16th.,

August 14 - C. H. Collingwood, Contact Officer, American Forestry
Association, in south? out oast 16th.

August 14 - Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde, U, S, ?€inister to Denmark and
her husband, Capt, Boerge Rohde, Is west? out west %f%

August 15 - Ray Murphy, Commander, -rican Lotion in west? out
west 17th,

August 15 - Msmbers Montana Press Association met at Old Faithful
Inn on August 15 following a meeting at Bed Lodge, on August
IS and 14,

August 15 - Robert sterling Yard, xCditor,. xs Association,
Washington, D. C. and former Secretary of Association, in north? out north
17th.
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. ust £1 - Orville 'Limmna&n, U. S. Congressman from Missouri,

in oast.

August 21 - Hon. Carl iiayden, U. S.Senator from Arisona, in east?

out west 26th.

August 22 - W. H. Jackson, pioneer photographer of 1871 Hayden

Survey Party, in west, out west 26th.

August 24 - Col. Kichard Liuher, Chairman Committee of Collahora^

to National Park Service and President National Conference on State

Parks in eastj out west 27th.

August 26 - Sir Hassan Shurawardy, Chief administrative and

ileal Health Officer, Indian Railways, Calcutta, India, in west.

August 25 - Nathan Straus, Jr., Prominent Merchant, New York City.

August 25 - Francis Farquh ., :countant for Pryor Stores and

National Park Enthusiast ountain Climher, in south.

600 - Protection

ei° "" Policg Protection

Twenty-one arrests were made during August for offenses classified
as follows

j

Violation of traffic regulations 16
Violation of fishing regulations 1

le sting, roping, and killing a hear 1

oaling gasoline from Government equipment 2

Transporting paid passengers in private c 1

On August S George V/ilderapin, a rodeo performer from Fort i^orth,

Texas was arrested for roping and killing a "black hear cub. Mlderspin
roped the cub for the entertainment of some friends with whom he was
traveling end he was unable to get near enough to the cub to get the

rope off. The cub hecame entaggled in the rope and choked to death,
wilderspin was tried "before U. S. Commissioner T. Paul Wilcox and
assessed a fine of ijj&O.OO. Being unable to pay the fine he was placed
in jail for thirty days, at the end of which he was released on a
Pauper's Oath.

On August 12, two men, Walker Bourne and Kaymond Holzaaan, were
apprehended in the act of stealing gasoline from Park Service equip-
ment. They were "both tried and sentenced to serve thirty days in the
Yellowstone Park jail.

Mrs. Dale C. Dix was arrested and convicted on charges of trans-
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porting paid passengers into the park in a privately owned automobile,

on August 14# Fire members of the Greater University ox 'I'ours party

agreed to pay Mrs. Dix five dollaro each for this service. The Greater

University of Tours "busses had "been refused entry to the park, except

on a drop lo B, d Krs* Dix, a resident of .. est Yellowstone,

Montana, solicited passengers from this group* She was fined 625.00.

Of the sixteen arrests made for traffic violations (all of which

vaere for excessive speed ani reckless driving) five of the persons

concerned were employees in the park, four were residents of nearby

towns or communities and seven were classed as tourists.

Convictions were secured ori all cases in which a complaint was

filed and the total of fines assessed for the month was yi77«50.

6S0 - Fire Protection

Fourteen forest fires occurred during this month, "bringing the

total number of fires for this season up to 52U Of this number, 50

were caused "by lightning, 13 "by smokers, 4 "by campfires, and 5 by
miscellaneous causes. None of the 52 fires which have occurred this
season have reached Class "C" size, although many of them have occurred
in isolated regions of the park where they were difficult to reach
and difficult to control.

Although several severe lightning storms occurred during this
month, weather conditions were favorable toward a reduced fire hazard
and toward quicker control and slower spread of fires in isolated
regions.

630 - Occidents

Twenty-eight automobile accidents occurred this month, as compared
with 40 for August of 3ast year. In the majority of eases the
accidents were of minor nature with moderate property damages and slight
injuries to passengers. In three accidents, however, passengers in
the vehicles involved were oeverely and painfully injured, but none
fatally.

Three persons w^re painfully but not seriously burned from walking
too close to hot spring fo nidations or from breaking through the thin
encrustations covering hot water formations. In all three instances
the injured persons wore in dangerous areas where warning signs were
in existence, but were disregarded.

On August 7, Mr. S. S« Berg, of Glendive, Montana, stepped into

a hole between two rocks, while fishing in the lirehole Mver, fell

and broke his leg. He was rescued from the river by Lloyd Mendenhall,

and his party of Ponca, Nebraska.
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900 - Miscellaneous

Post Offioe - The volume of business duri lost, 193G for the

Tello. stone Park Post Office and the stations throughout the park showed

quite a decline from the previous month, hut it has shown a marked
increase over the corresponding month of 1925,

Church Services - Protestant and Catholic services were held each
Sunday in the Ohapel at Knmmoth during the month.

Hospital and Medical - There were 13 £ patients admitted in the Park
Hospital during the month of -ugust. UJhfl physician traveled 5,700 miles
making calls at the various points in the park and checking dispensaries,
and 2,750 miles were traveled with the ambulance to various points in
the park.

K.C» - »C.W. work roj.cts progressed rapidly during the past
month. Most of the trail work which w- -ted whea the camps first
arrived has been dropped in order to accomplish many other worthwhile
projects. All of the sections Where roads have obliterated trails
have "been reconstructed and the connecting links are in good condition
and the trail i3 completed around the park. lowever, it .III take
several years of maintenance work in order to brin e tails to a
high standard.

Authority was received during the month for the construction of
seven storage equipment sheds, three at Ma moth and four at Iforris
Junction. Work was started immediately upon receipt of this authori-
zation and a great deal will he accomplished this 1 fore the
camps loave, in br these structures to completion. However, due
to finances we may not be able to complete these buildings during the
balance of the Seventh and during the Mghfti Pc-riods.

Several pieces of hew equipment were received this past month,
namely, a portable rock crusher, a double drum hoist, 56-foot
boat which was transferred from the Petroleum Conservation Division
at Houston, Texas. In addition, imber of mattresses, blankets,
etc. we.'© transferred to us from surplus C.C.C, stc

silent cooperation lias been received from the irmy thus far
in the Seventh .^rollment Period.

Members of the National Park Service and the Yellowstone organi-
zation were greatly grimed to learn of the death on August 2 of
Dr. Prank R. 0<v.stler surgeon from New York City and prominent

photographer of national paste wildlife and features. Dr. astler

died in Many Glacier Hotel in Glacier National Park of rt at'-
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at the age of 65. He had spen Y ollowstone
photographing the "birds and animals in well as the
natural phenomena. He leaves an extensive collection of national park
pictures "both in stills v .

George Allen llurphy City, Utah i J anyon
of a heart attack on August 10. Mr. Murphy years old.

The stork visited two familit= . the Yellowstone ranger
organisation during the month, a son "being horn to I

Garry and wife in miss City, Montana on August 18 and a daughter to

Park Ranger Jack I.IcKutt and wif t. Anthony, Idaho on b 28 •

Very truly yours,

Edmund B» Rogers,
jrintendent.

VG
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To Date
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Month Travel
Last Year
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Travel Year

Number Percent

VATE TRANSPORTATION:

s first en-try,

s reentry, ,

orcycles,

'otal motor vehicles, . ,

sons entering via motor
icles,

•sons entering via other
.vate transportation, . . .

'otal persons entering via
"irivate transportation, . .

!ER TRANSPORTATION :

'sons entering via stages,

'sons entering via trains,

'sons entering otherwise, .

total other transportation,

iND TOTAL ALL VISITORS, . .

:omobiles in public camps during month,
apers in public camps during month, . .
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)-i6.o DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

REPORT OF PARK REVENUES

Yell™ s
.

t01* National Park for the Month of _ ... *»«»?**_lt»

41

This Last

Year Year

ark revenue on hand beginning of month -0- I 2,094.00

;eived, .
,111,167.97 87,650.00

Total, 111,167.97 89,744.00

{emitted ........... 111,166.17 76,345.00

in hand close of month.. , _l 1#80 13,501«00

'ark revenues received this year to date 223, 983,77

5ark revenues received last year to date, ^175,526.20

Increase iLM£^5?

jjj
Per cent of increase, ........... ?"^*^..

1294141
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UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Yellowstone

STATUS OF PERSONNEL

National Park for the Month of A^'ust
»
19S6

.

This Month This Month Last Year

'•* 189 & Wl
Umber of employees beginning of month v ••

5j •

limber of additions

Total , , .

imber of separations

r Appointed
|
Non-Appo inted i; Appointed Non-Appointe<

"' i»g» Z7E~ i Bag. "301

5
,

194
L^&» ^":~Beg. 17

5_ Scjw ll

imber of employees close of montn \.

imber of promotions during month

jjgregate amount of annual leave taken

Sgregate amount of sick leave taken....

segregate amount of leave without pay..

Includes 151 regular, 37 101 and 1 PW.

One addition In July not included on July report.

Includes 143 #egultir, 37 £01 and 1 PW.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

^ELECTRICITY GENERATED , SOLD , USED, ETC.

Y©Hqw3$oijB! National Park for the Month of *lgtti t,.
.
.1.936 .

This This

This Travel
J

Month
Month Year Last

[

To Date! Year

Last
Travel

Year
To Date

Increase for

Travel Year

Number Percent

Current generated, . .

Sold to park operators,

Sold to others, . . .

95,300 582,324 90,:>00 487,024 105,300 21,6

20,673 52,187 16,340 31,514 20,675 65.59

Furnished to other Governmental

agencies,

Used by National Park Service

lost in transit, etc ?&»£££.JiSQ»iaZ---7.% 9*

Total current generated, . 9*,36% M&*Z2A $0+20$- Mf+QM 10f>f 80fl BA

Amount receivable from the sale of electricity, 3^0*45

* Indicated by K. W. H.
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LO-162 UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

REPORT OF TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH BUSINESS

f»i!««f!MW! National Park for the Month of ***•*•..??•

.OCAL BUSINESS

fliles of circuit maintained, .

io, of telephones connected, .

<Io. of measured service calls,

to. of other local calls, . .

Potal No. of local calls, . .

3eak load in calls per day,

This
This Month Increase Per cent
Month JLast Year Increase

604
265

588

262
16

3

2.72
1.1

Receipts from measured service calls,
" " coin boxes,

" telephone rental.. . ,

TOTAL RECEIPTS

-ONG DISTANCE BUSINESS

to , Outbound calls,
iIo. Inbound calls,

TOTAL LONG DISTANCE CALLS

3eak load in calls per day, ....
Receipts from Long Distance business,

PELEGRAPH BUSINESS

Messages via Western Union,
Messages via

TOTAL MESSAGES

Receipts from telegraph business
Jo. of money transfer messages,

receipts,

;0TAL RECEIPTS TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH DEPTS
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United States
DKPARTMJirT 01' 1KB INTERIOR

National Park Service
Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming

August 14, 1936

CIRCULAR NO. 21

Chief Clerk Hundley was released from duty in Yellowstone
on August 5.

In the absence of Disbursing Clerk Watson, the following
assignments of duty are made:

Mr. Keith P. Neilson will be Acting Chief Clerk, taking
over Mr. Hundley's former duties.

Mr. Bred G. Bussey will be Acting Agent-Cashier, taking
over all of the activities of this position.

Mr. Boyd N. Larsen will be Acting Senior Clerk (Bookkeeper)
and will assume all of Mir. Bussey 's former duties.

Mr. V/eldon Bavis will be Acting Card Clerk in the warehouse,
taking over all of Mr. Larson's former duties.

Recommendations are being made to have these positions
filled by permanent appointment.

Edmund B. Rogers,
Superintendent





UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

National Park Service
Yellowstone National Park
Ye 11owstone Park, Y/yoming

CIRCULAR NO. 22 August 13, 1936

The following is an extract from the copy of the regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary of the Interior, pursuant to the provisions of
the Act of Congress approved March 14, 1936, Public No. 471, 74th Congress,
setting forth the daily and weekly hours of duty for employees of the

Department of the Interior. These regulations are effective immediately
and should be brought to the attention of all employees and all are directed
to comply with these regulations beginning immediately.

GROUP II (b)

8_ hours per day, 48 hours per week

Timekfeepers and other similar clerical employees who work closely with
groups on' an 8-hour per day, 48-hour per week basis.

Professional, scientific and technical employees, and sub-professional
employees employed on outdoor work, when away from established field
office headquarters. (This group includes field parties of tho
Geological Survey, General Land Office, and employees engaged upon
construction, operation, and maintenance work in the Bureau of
Reclamation and the Indian Service).

All laborers, mechanical and crafts employees, and other groups located'
on reservations, projects, and park areas, engaged upon construction,
operation, and maintenance work.

Employees engaged in the protection of life and property located on

reservations, projects, and park areas.
Enforcement officers and police in the Indian Service.
Park police in V/ashington, D. C. , and at Hot Springs National Park.
Park rangers and guards in the National Parks and historical areas

during the open park season (June, July, and August).
Such other occupations as correspond in character more nearly to those

listed above than to those listed in other groups in these regulations.

These regulations require that all laborers, mechanical and crafts
employees ' and other groups located on park areas engaged in the construction,
operation, and maintenance woxk, shall work 8 hours per day, 48 hours per
week. It is, therefore, necessary that these employees work on Saturday
afternoons throughout the year.

Mr. Joffe will be glad to discuss this order in detail with any
employees desiring to do so.

Edmund B. Rogers,
Superintendent

.
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UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
National Park Service

Yellowstone National Park

»

CIRCULAR NO. 23 august 24, 1936

The following schedule for the closing of the park operations is authorized in
Yellowstone National Park for the 1935 season:

Last date of rail entrance travel. . .September 9, 1936
Last date of rail exit travel September 12, 1936

HOTEL LODGE CL^r^jl,^flI»ti

HOUSEKEEPING
CLhPTNS

teflQth September 7

Lunch
September 2A

(Pryor

)

September 1Q_ September 2 5

Coffee Shop
until October 1

Old Faithful Lunch
September 12

Lunch
Break£a&t-
September 10

Breakfast
September P,T

September 21
Caretaker to
September 25

Hamilton after
September 21

Lake Closed
Lunch
September 12.

West Thumb Breakfast
September 9

September 9
Unfurnished
September 15

Fishing Bridge Breakfast
September 21

September 21

Unfurnished
September 25

Hamilton after
September 21

Canyon Lunch
September 14

Lunch
September 10

Breakfast
September 21

September 2#
Unfurnished
September 25

Camp Roosevelt
Breakfast
September

September 8

Unfurnished
September 2T

Tower Falls
(Haynes

)

September 30

Automobile repair shop service will be available until September 6 at Tower
falls, September 14 at Mammoth, until September 19 at Fishing Bridge, and until

(September 25 at Canyon and Old Faithful.

Mr. C. A. Hamilton will furnish accommodations, including meals and lodgings,
it his Old Faithful and Fishing Bridge stores beginning September 21 and continu-
ing to October 1 or later if business and weather conditions warrant.

.it the cafeterias operated by the Yellowstone Park Lodge and Camps Company
table d'hote service will be available from September 11 to 21 at the rate of 75c'

per meal, children under eight years of age 40$, at Fishing Bridge and Canyon
as well as Old Faithful. Dishes on the regular table d'hote meal may be had
separately, also sandwiches and coffee at cafeteria prices. Cafeterias open
7:00 a. m. to 8:00 p. m.

The entrance checking stations will be kept open and permits will be sold as

Long as weather conditions permit travel.

Edmund B. Rogers,
Superintendent

.
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming

August 24, 1936

URCULAR NO. 24

Effective immediately, and until further notice, Grebe

Lake in Yellowstone National Park will be open to fishing.

Edmund B. Rogers
Superintendent

P0STLA3TERS Please Post.





UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming

August 28, 1936

CIRCULAR NO. 25.

Advice has been received from the Director of the National
Park Service, that a subsidiary regulation, authorizing a maximum
speed limit of 45 miles per hour on the highways of Yellowstone
National Park, has been approved by the Secretary of the Interior.
This regulation is quoted as follows:

"Speed: Speed of automobiles and other vehicles,
except ambulances and government cars on
emergency trips, is limited to 45 miles
per hour on all of the park roads."

This regulation shall apply to all roads in the Park, except

through restricted areas and on roads where a lower speed limit
is now in effect and where notices of speed limitations have been
posted.

Edmund 8, Rogers
Superintendent



(



w UNITED STATES
DiPxiRTM^NT OF THx, INTERIOR

National Park Service
Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming

PRJSS MEMORANDUM
Release on Receipt 1936 - 39

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Flying squadrons of CCC

forest fighters developed in Yellowstone National Park have played a tremendous-

ly effective part in keeping to a minimum the damage from the 35 small fires

experienced this season, George Walker, assistant chief ranger in charge of

forest protection, reports.

Twenty of these fires since June 14th were started by lightning, 9

are charged to careless smokers, 3 were set unintentionally "by campers, and 3

are due to miscellaneous causes such as smoldering ashes in dump grounds.

There has "been no Class C fire, involving more than 10 acres of timber, Walker

adds. Only three Class B fires, involving from one-quarter acre to 10 acres,

have affected park areas this season. The other 32 were spot fires, listed

as Class A, covering less than one-quarter acre.

In every instance CCC smoke-chasers were called into play. The park

organization constitutes for each camp a flying squadron of 50 men, divided

into three crews of 14 men each, with one leader and foreman for each group.

In addition one crew of four operate pumps. Yellowstone with four CCC camps

strategically placed throughout the large area is well protected. In addition

to the lead squadron in each camp the remaining personnel of each camp is

organized as a follow-up unit, in the event a fire reaches larger proportions.

Using CCC boys for labor, five new fire lookout stations were built

this season as secondary checking points. These are often manned by boys from

the camps. In addition to the supplementary lookouts at West Yellowstone,

Bunsen Peak, Snake River, and Bechler River, major lookouts are maintained

(more

)
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Smoke-Chasers - 2

on Mounts Holmes, Sheridan, and Washburn as well as on Pelican Cone.

Intensive training in squelching forest "blazes is given to the

flying squadron in each c^-mp. The personnel goes out on routine jobs under

i.C.W., hut one unit of the squadron is always in camp. On week ends and

holidays, when other camp members are free for recreation, one squad of 15

firechasers always is retained in camp.

First to go in the event of a fire are the "smoke-chasers," a

small unit, one of which is detailed to each of the 15 ranger stations in the

park. They are immediately supplied with equipment cached in each station.

Pitted out with a Kapok sleeping hag in which is rolled up a lady shovel,

pulaski tool (combination axe and hoe), canteen and one day's rations, these

advance guards are quickly transported tc the fire as soon as it is reported.

This portah le equipment is iv .ilahle for from 6 to 25 men at each station.

Heavier equipment, full rations, and bed rolls are shipped out

later "by packhorse, truck, or motorboat, depending on accessibility to the

"base of operations.

Walker "believes tlie fire record thus far is ample proof that

precautions pay "big dividends. He points out that of the 35 fires this season,

only 15 were man-made, whereas 20 were due to lightning. He adds that the

number of fires this year is slightly greater than last year, lightning

having "been responsihle for more of them, hut the extent of damage in each

instance has "been less than last year. In 1935 the park extinguished 56

fires.

J.H.K.

-oOo-
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4 UNITED STuTj^S a
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National Park Service
Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming

PRjjSS MtMOEANDUM
Release on Receipt 1936 - 40

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . A famous Yellowstone land-

mark, the 'buffalo-keeper' s log ca"bin, intimately associated with the remarkable

story of the great American bison's rescue from extinction, passes from the

scene this week.

Built shortly after C. J. "Buffalo" Jones, famed scout and buffalo

hunter, was appointed as game warden and chief buffalo keeper in 19C2, the

cabin served for 32 years ..s a home for the m-.n placed in charge of the

Yellowstone show herd. Loc -ted at Hammoth Hot Springs, the cabin was adjacent

to the old Buffalo corral where each summer from 20 to 30 animals were brought

from the main Lamar River herd of 1,000 buffalo. This herd would ordinarily

never be seen by Yellowstone visitors, since the animals roam during the

summer over mountainous country in the Lamar River Valley.

In 1935 a new corral was constructed on ^jitelope Creek near Tower

Palls in the northeastern corner of the park. With the introduction of the

show herd in the new arena, the old corral was torn down last year. This

year, the last remnant of the long struggle to save the "bison passes from the

picture

.

Recounting the long uphill battle, Superintendent Edmund B. Rogers
.dinerson

reviewed the story of the "buffalo ^establishment since 1894 when/Hough, on a

ski trip through the park, estimated that the once-noble horde of bison had

dwindled down to 150 animals, the remnant left "by destructive hide-hunters,

poachers, and herd disease, ^ight years later, in 1902, a count showed only

22 "bison left. Then the government took quick action. First $15,000 was

provided to establish a new Yellowstone herd. Col. Jones was appointed game

(more )
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Yellowstone Buffalo - 2

warden. Eighteen cows wore imported from thu. ^llard herd near the Flathead

Indian agency in Montana. They wore brought into the park "by Howard .e'aton,

famous Wyoming guide. From the south, Colonel Jones "brought three "bulls,

purchased from tho Goodnight herd in Texas.

By 1908 tho new h~rd had increased to 74 animals. That year for

the first time they were guaranteed winter feed when 100 tons of hay was cut

on the Buffalo ranch. The s mo year, for the first time in a decade, a

remnant of the old herd, 35 animals, was seen in the wilds of the pari:. In

1911, the new herd which had now reached 147, was hit by an outbreak of

hemorrhagic septicemia, similar to blackleg. Repeated vaccinations from 1912

to 1922 helped to continue the herd's growth, though losses were heavy in

the first years of the disease. Today fresh serum is kept on hand constantly

at the Buffalo ranch in the Lamar Valley.

After Buffalo -Jones, the herd was under several charges - Bob

LaCombe , for rf.?.ny years being in charge of the Buffalo ranch. Later Joe

Douglas, one-time army packer and park rong-r, took ov>_r supervision of the

rapidly- increasing herd. Two years ago, Harry Trischman: , park ranger was

named buffalo keeper. Today the problem of the government is to keep the

herd at a stable figure approximating 900 animals. To allow a greater

increase would weaken rather than strengthen the herd, park officials indicate

Feed and range country is available to ke^p only about 900 animals in the

best condition. The surplus is used to supply other national p-rks, state

and civic parks and zoos, and Indian reservations . A few are killed each

winter ..nd the meat supplied to Indians on relief.

J.H.M.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone National Park
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PRJSS MaMDRAKDTJM
Release on Receipt 1936 - 41

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Mammoth Hot Springs boasts

of having the smartest "bear in Yellowstone Park, iit least that is the claim

made "by William Kearns, junior park naturalist, for one of his four-legged

friends of the park.

This bear, a resourceful mother black, has found for herself a

steam-heated hibernating den, which winter after winter, provides her with

perhaps the most comfortable quarters possible in the park. The den is an

extinct hot spring cavern located not more than 100 yards from the Mammoth

auto camp at the base of a series of old hot spring terraces. The cavern

itself is about three feet high and six feet across. Enough heat is generated

from remnants of steam vents to provide comfortable quarters all winter for the

mother .and any newcomers she may bring into the world during the winter.

In company with Dr. Karlow B. Mills, former ranger-naturalist and

staff member of Montana State college, Mr. Kearns has mr.de a close study of

the bear den and the habits of the mother. She is not troubled by visitors,

and has exhibited no annoyance when cameras are brought into play to record

her housekeeping habits.
-oOo- J.H.M.

PPu^SS M^MOR-xNDUM - Release on Receipt 1936-42

ISellowstone Park, 'Wyoming, .august * Dr. Harvey Schlundt, who

has made extensive researches into the radio-activity of rocks and waters

in Yellowstone National Park, returned this we^k for his third venture into

the park in 30 years. He is continuing his study of thermal waters and rock
formations, working in cooperation with the ranger-naturalist division of
the National Park Service.

-oOo- J.H.I'.
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National Park Service
Yellowstone National Park
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming

PRESS MEMORANDUM
Release on Receipt 1936 - 43

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Reminiscences of old array days

in Yellowstone when soldiers frolicked in hot pools and lakes in the dead of

winter, were recounted this week "by Henry Bollman, Junction City, Kansas, who

as a private was stationed here from 1897 to 1899.

With Mrs. Bollman, he was in the park for his 25th time, having made

the trip every season since 1926 and every other year "before that.

"I have yet to revisit Bath Lake on one of these return trips,"

Bollman said. "One of our greatest joys was to hop into that lake when the

thermometer dropped to below zero. It was great while we stayed in the warm

water, but the problem was to get back into our clothes before we froze. My

buddies' idea of great sport was to catch somebody just _.s he came out of the

lake, pelt him with snowballs, or else gang up on him and dump him into a

snoWbank."

In the fall of 1897 Bollman remembers a five-day hunt in which

scores of his army friends joined after a stagecoach holdup by a lone bandit.

He didn't recall whether or not the robber was caught, but he remembers some

lonely and sometimes terrifying rides he took, debating whether the glory of

bringing in the bandit would "be worth the risk of meeting him alone.

-oOo- J.H.M.

PRESS MEMORANDUM - Release on Receipt 1936 - 44

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, .lUgust . The illustrated talks given
each night at numerous campgrounds in Yellowstone National Park seem to have
a peculiar attraction for wild game animals. At the log amphitheater at

Mammoth Hot Springs a frequent visitor is an antelope, Ranger-Naturalist Neal
Miner reports. The color slides seem to fascinate the graceful animal says
Miner, adding that the antelope frequently stays for 15 minutes to the delight
of visitors.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming', August . Are moose susceptible to

auto-suggestion? This question is "being bandied about by Yellowstone park

rangers since an incident atop Hount Washburn Sunday.

^rnold Quist, park employes, had visited the top of the 10,317 foot

peak for a Sunday drive. Coming down on the north slope, his car frightened

a cow moose and her calf. The mother loped straight across the road, then

descended the slope rapidly without much concern for her calf.

Quist's car is big and black, but its description hardly fits the

nondescript ungainliness of a cow moose. No verthole ss, the moose calf

apparently mistook the black: car for its mother in a new shape. For two

miles down the mountain side the calf trotted ..long behind the car, while a

long string of automobiles behind Quist, waited discreetly at a distance to

enjoy the unusual spectacle. Because of the steep grade, the descent was

made slowly, and the calf had little difficulty to keep apace.

Near the end of the mountain road, the better instincts of the

calf apparently prevailed, and with a final despairing bawl it hopped down

the mountain side and began to retrace its steps.

"Never before heard of a baby that didn't know its mother from an

automobile}' muses Dr. C. Max Bauer, park naturalist.

"You might call it auto-suggestion," says Francis B. LaNoue , acting

chief ranger. "Personally, I think it was auto-intoxication."

J.H.M.

-oOo-
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Release on Receipt 1936 - 46

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, .august 1. A new travel record for

Yellowstone National Park which may reach 425,000 this season was predicted

today "by Park Superintendent Edmund B. Rogers as he scanned the July record.

From the "beginning of travel figure compilation this season, right

to the close of checking on July 31st, the increase over last year has steadily

remained more than 45 per cent. The last July figures released today show

that £44,983 persons, traveling in 70,978 cars had entered the park's five

gateways this year as compared with 170,050 visitors last year. The increase

in number of cars is 22,276.

Average daily new visitors for July as recorded up to mid-month were

5,360 this year as compared with 3,665 last year. An estimate of fish caught

during the month is the only figure which does not compare with 1935. as

reported at the gates, only about 43, ©00 fish were caught in July this year

as against 65,000 last year.

July saw the all-time record for any one day in Yellowstone shattered,

when 13,141 persons entered on July 4th, more than twice as many as had

entered July 4, 1931, the previous record day. On July 24th, the second all-

time high was reached when 6,467 visitors were checked in.

When preseason travel maintained a 60 per cent lead over last year's

record-breaking total, park officials w^re cautious about predicting a greater

season. They pointed out that as travel figures began to increase, the

proportionate percentage lead would be appreciably cut down. On August 1st,

the lead over l^.st year steadfastly held about* 45 per cent.

-oOo- J.H.l.T.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . After nearly 50 years of

Living the life of an early westerner, freighting, trapping, cattle raising,

and placer mining, the last of a lost generation of the West, this week

passed through Yellowstone National Park with his packhorse and mule on the

way to the home of a daughter to rest.

In 1879 A. J. Stanhery came to Leadville, Colorado as a freighter

from Montgomery county, Alabama, after having worked in Oklahoma territory.

I

In 1880 he helped build the railroad over Marshall Pass in Colorado turning

to cattle and horse ranching in the states of Montana, Oregon, and Colorado

after 1883.

Placer mining, his livlihood for the past eight years had gradually

become poorer as more and more men entered the field with the rise in the price

of gold. Finally the weight of 78 years forced the oldtimer to take his last

long trip from the valley of the Snake River in Idaho to southern Wyoming

Pwhere Mrs. Elmer Renerby, a daughter, makes her home. A few little grains of

lyellow washed from some Idaho mountainside gave the old prospector the £5 cents

a day he needed to buy his bread, potatoes, and bacon as he continued his trek

through the park on his way to Ft. Bridger.

A day after entering the west gate of the park, dude and sagebrusher

gawked in turn at the curious figure with his two pack animals slowly trudging

past the cone of Old Faithful geyser. Cameras were turned from the geyser to

snap the oldtimer who knew his comeraworth. "If'n they want to take my

picture, they outer bu willin' to pay two bits, for you'll never see an

outfit like this'n again."

( mo re
)
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"Not that I haven't "boon flat "broke many times a* fore this. The

silver panic of 1903 "broke me up in the cattle "business; and this here

depression put me out in the cold on gold panning." With this the one-time

rancher and prospector brandished the double-duty frying pan used both for

placer mining and frying "bacon and potatoos.

"Once I had 500 head of beef on the range near Ray, Colorado, and

Pve prospected, trapped, and ranched in every dern state in the Rockies from

Old Mexico to Canada. After I finished ranching on the Flathead Indian

reservation in Montana, and running- horses near Baker City, Oregon, I took

to prospecting and made as much as $20 a day; but this here depression got me.

There ain't no more decent living from prospecting, and the trapping for the

last two winters near Montrose, Colorado and on the Piute River in Idaho

warn' t no good."

"Guess, I'm about done anyway, but I got the best saddle horse,

Buck, and with Baldy, a good packhorse, and the bost dern mule in the West,

Becky, I won't starve ; but we got to have the Townsend plan so us old fellows

can lot up a'fore we're 78."

Eight years had seen the prospector journey from Idaho to Old Mexico

in search of gold which once provided him a comfortable living. But he says

with the rise in the price of gold, placer mining has proved unprofitable

lately "because depression born prospectors coming in droves have been "digging

and messing the gold up."

As the oldtimor came to the end of his 20 mile trek for the day

near Lone Star geyser he gave one last plea as he took his canvas-covered

bedroll frorr: the back of the mule, Becky, "We got to have the Townsend plan

so us old fellows can stop working."

J.H.M.
-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . When Roger W. Babson

recently predicted that within 20 years half the American population will be

trailer-house transients, he may have "been considerably in error. William B.

Stout, famed engineer and airplane builder said it might come to that in 1966.

At any rate the National Park Service is going to have statistical

evidence to go on, preferring cold figures to general predictions. This is

the gist of a program which got under way in Yellowstone National Park this

week at the request of Arno B. Cammerer, Director of the service at Washington.

From now on every house trailer checking in at either of the five

gateways to Yellowstone will be entered in an official census of the genus,

"motorabilis residentis." Previously this season it has become increasingly

apparent that many automobile visitors to thy park have adopted the rolling

home idea, but no factual evidence of the actual growth of such travel was

available. Roving estimates based on the number of such motor mansions gave

support to the belief that their popularity this season was several hundred

per cent greater than last year.

Among the questions which the National Park Service plans to answer

from this census are: whether the majority of such travelers arc in business

or retired; how long they have traveled this way; whether or not the trailer

is taxed, and, if so, where and how much; how much is paid for camp space

outside the park; whether the house on wheels is wired for electricity and

how much is paid for electric service at trailer camps; what the cost of the

trailer was originally; who manufactured it; how far occupants travel in one

day; and whether or not they use the trailer as a year-round home or for

vacations only.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Business executives vied

with governmental greats in providing Yellowstone National Park with noteworthy

visitors during the last half of July, a month-end report released today shows

.

While awaiting the arrival on august 5th of General Charles Gates

Dawes, his "brothers, Rufus and Henry, Chicago financiers, who plan to spend

several days fishing in the park in company with John Amos, publisher of

the Chicago Journal of Commerce, and John T. McCutcheon, famed cartoonist,

park officials wore saying farewell to some of the notable visitors who

left at the close of the month.

Among these were R. F. Black, president of the White Motor Company;

William Effcy, past president of the Royal Auto Club, Queensland, Australia;

R. W. Leslie, vice president of the Skelly Oil Company of Texas; Kenneth

Yectes, vice president and manager of the Wasatch Oil Company of Utah; and

A. B. Poe, president of the Chamber of Commerce of El Paso, Texas.

Officialdom was represented 1 .to in July by two assistant directors

of the National Park Service. Hillory A. Tolson and Dr. Harold C. Bryant;

U. S. Congressmen Cleveland Dear of Louisiana and Roy **yros of Montana.

Herbert Hoover, former president of the United States, arrived

this week at West Yellowstone, Montana, for a fishing expedition southwest

of the park. By August 1st he had not yet entered the park boundary.

Sharing honors with Mr. Effey of Australia for having come the long-

est distance to visit the park were E. V. Sethna and Mrs. Sethna, Bombay, India.

Ivloviedora was represented the last two weeks in July by William. Sorter.

director for Twentieth Century-Fox, his wife, Marion Nixon, long-time star,

and Robert C. Bruce, who arrived at the close of the month to make motion
(more

)





Prominent Yellowstone Visitors - 2

picture scenes in the park for Paramount Pictures.

Future conventions booked for the remainder of the season include

the Montana Press association at Old Faithful august 15th and 16th; Rocky

Mountain area Rotarians on august 21st; the New York Life Insurance Company

on September 7th; Metropolitan Life Insurcnce meeting at the Canyon Hotel,

September 9th and 10th; and the Veterans of Foreign Wars on a park tour

September 11th and 12th.

J.H.Ei.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Perk, Wyoming, ^ugust . The first groat reforest-

ation project ovor undertaken in Yellowstone National Park has already "borne

fruit in the emergence of 600P00 tree seedlings being carefully nursed for

trancp 1ant ing

•

Begun in 1934 as a p\7a project and now continued as ^CV.; with youths

of the Civilian Conservation Corps for field men, ?. 17 acre tree nursery is

in full swing on the game ranch in the northwest corner cf Yellowstone Park.

& conservative estimate "by George F. Haas, senior E.C.Y/. forester in charge,

places the inventory of budding trees above ... half a million, hut he adds

that he wouldn't he surprised if the total count will reach 750,000.

Confining all restocking to native park trees, the nursery is

concentrating on six coniferous species; Douglas Fir, ^ngclmann Spruce,

lodg^pole pine, limber pine, white pine, and alpine Pine. Along with these

j

numerous plots .^.rc limited to aspen, birch, cottonwoeds, and numerous shrubs,

prominent ^.mong which is the wild rose.

First difficulty to overcome was the collection of seeds on a

large scale, says Haas. .*ftor budget provisions included construction of

the nursery plot, complete fence protection with anti-rodent fencing, and

preparation of the so~d bed, the important factor of ample water continued

as a barrier to success. This has been solved by a dual system of irrigation

and mi intricate cross-hatching of underground water piping- with standpipes

in rows 20 foot apart and raised every 100 feet.

Full value cf the program will not be realized until -.bout four

years, reports George Walker, who r.s park ranger detailed to forest

( mo re )





* I

»

ollov/stone Nursery - 2

onscrv:.tion works in cloy a cooperation with the CCC youths and their

'oilman.

when the seedlings are hardy enough to be transplanted, thoy will

e employed in devious ways. Principal of these will tie the reforestation

f areas denuded "by insect infestation, recovering slopes rotted of trees

y highway construction, turning abandoned highways back to t into rland,

,nd landscaping areas around campgrounds, ranger stations, me other

uildings.

1H1 «n •I.'u

-0O0-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, .uugust .
The gentleman from Indiana

was visiting Yellowstone National Park with his wife, a young son, and younger

daughter. After touring the entire loop of the park in his private automobile,

he found himself at 8:30 p. m. at Yellowstone C-.r>yon with 42 miles between him

and his destination for that night at West Yellowstone, Montana, western

gateway of the park.

Wife and daughter expressed themselves as desirous of a nap enroutc

the 42 miles between the two points. They bundled themselves Well into

blankets and pillows, while the father and son were to pilot the family car.

Less than a mile from the Canyon the two male members of the party

found something of interest along the roadway, stepped out of the car to explore,

and returned to continue the journey with just a look at the pile of blankets

in the rear seat to assure them that all was well with the women folks.

At the West Yellowstone gateway, the ranger politely stopped up with
the routine question: "May I see your permit, please?"

The driver did not answer. Instead he took a quick gl.ance to the
rear seat, and exploded: "It can't bo I This couldn't happen to me I It

simply can't bo!

"

"May I See your permit, please?" pressed the ranger, unaware of
any difficulty.

"It's simply not truo," continued the driver without answering the

ranger. "Nothing like this could happen to me. She's got the permit."

"If you'll pardon mo, I don't understand," the ranger came back.

Then followed the tale of the missing daughter and mother who held
the park entry permit. Telephone conversations between the ranger and another
at Canyon solved the difficulty. Mother and daughter had awakened when the
two in the front seat had gone out to explore. They, too, decided to look
around; but did not get back in time to continue the journey.

"That gentleman ^doesn't know what a jewel of a wife he's got," is

the way Frank Oberhansley, district ranger at West Yellowstone sums it up.
"-ihy man who can drive 42 miles without knowing whether or not the backseat
driver is with him ought to keep a close eye on his precious companion."

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . This so as on* s largest group

of prominent visitors to enter Yellowstone National Park arrived this week with.

General Charles Gates Dawes, former vice president of the United States.

With General Dawes wore his two "brothers, Rufus, president of the

Century of Progress ~.nd former president of the Chicago association of Conmorce;

and Henry; John D. -jues, publisher of the Chicago Journal of Commerce; Ralph

Budd, president of the Burlington Railway; _,. J. Liobold, Henry Ford's

representative interested in perpetuating museums in the United St ,tes; Colonel

Harry Maud, English officer, who guided the party through the park; Charles S.

Davis; George P. Dryden; and -*rch J, Shaw. «, coior-d servant, E-nry Cullen,

who during the World War was aide to General Pershing and was personally

decorated by him, accompanied the group.

The Dawes party was entertained at West Yellowstone "by Herbert

Hoover the s-cend day after their arrival in the park. Former President Hoover,

who has boon fishing for ten days frcm the Thornton ranch just cuts id- the perl:

"boundary at Oost Yellowstone, joined the party briefly bofor- the major group

continued to the ban Trudo ranch at Prude, Idaho, where th-y pi in an extended

fishing trip. With i.'r. Hoover at the ranch wore d. G. Bennett of the secies

"bank at Ogdon; Harry M. Robinson, assistant secretary of the treasury und-r

Hoover's administration; and Lawrence Richey, the former president's privato

secrotary while he was in the White House.

The Hoover party entered the park -mgust 7th enroute tc Grind
Toton National Park and the Jackson Hole country.

The day after the arrival of the Dawes special party also saw the

arrival of Senator Hattie !.!. Caraway c:i Arkansas who was accompanied by nor
son, Forrest, traveling by motor. They planned a three-day stay leaving for
Glacier .and Yosemite National Parks and later the pacific Coast. Her son was
an employe of the "bureau of fisheries in 1925, stationed at Yellowstone Lake.

-0O0- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, ..ugust . Should the Civilian

Conservation Corps Camps program "bo retained on a somewhat permanent "basis,

Yellowstone National Park is ready to employ some of the nation's youths on

a series of 400 projects v/hich would take a full camp of 200 men 30 years to

complete, an outlined program submitted by Supt. Edmund B. Rogers indicates*

Prepared under the supervision of George Miller, assistant chief

ranger assigned to E.C.V/., the progran includes everything from old dump cleanup

to the use of onrollees on technical work ouch as wild life and range study.

Meanwhile the hoys enrolled at the four canps in the park are kept

busy on vocational eduction in addition to the labor projects which occupy them

during the daily work hours. The supervising personnel of each camp spends

several thousand hours per month revealing to the boys the whys and wherefores

of each project -underway at all times.

Principal stress is laid on fire protection, trail construction,

fish planting, first aid methods, building construction, forest nursery

operations, the care of horses and equipment, care raid repair of motors and

tractors; and safety first precautions.

Camps arc located at Mammoth Hot Springs with Capt. Charles 11, Petit

as commandant; Nez Force Creek near Old Faithful with Capt. R. F. Smith in charge?

Yellowstone Canyon under Lt. G. C. Simms; and at Yellowstone Lake with Lt.

Miller Christiansen as commanding officer, Each camp has in addition to other

camp officers, a medical officer and an educational adviser. The; hoys at Lake

and Canyon camps are largely from Missouri having unrolled through Fort

Leavenworth. The camps at Mammoth and Nez Perce come from Indiana, Ohio, and

Kentucky.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, august . Not for 12 years has

Yellowstone N.tional Park "benefited as greatly from July rains as it did in

the month just passed, a monthly meteorological summary released today "by «*. L.

King, in charge of the weather "bureau here, shows.

July "brought a rainfall of 2.00 inches as compared with half an

inch last year and .21 inch in 1933. Only eight times in the history of the

present station has July precipitation reached two inches, the last "being 1924

when 3.39 inches of rainfall was recorded.

This "beneficial condition was reflected also in general weather

conditions which provided nine completely cloudy days during July, the largest

number since 1915. Only five days during the month were really clear, a

minimum equalled only once in the history of the station here which goes hack

to 1903. Seventeen July d-.ys were partly cloudy.

Highest temperature during July was 91.3, within five-tenths degree

of the maximum ever recorded in the 33-year period of the station's existence.

The minimum during July was 45 degrees recorded tht; first day of the month.

Unusual also was the mean minimum during the p.'.st month which was 52 degrees

as compared with a mean minimum for July of 46 degrees as recorded ov^r the

past 33 years. This factor "brought about a mean temperature for the month

of 66.6 degrees, the highest ever recorded in the history of the station.

Maximum wind velocity of 36 miles per hour was set on July 14th,

comparing with the maximum of 41, highest uvc,r recorded here in 1904.

J. H.I.I.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, ^ugnst . More than 27 million trout

and grayling eggs were taken during operations of the Bureau of Fisheries in

Yellowstone National Park this season a report from the superintendent's office

released today shows*

Of these, ahout half will he used to restock streams and lakes

within park "boundaries eithur as eyed eggs or fingerlings, according to

Maynard Barrows, acting assistant chief ranger assigned to game protection work.

Fish planting is handled "by Guy McCarty, park ranger, while Charles Fuqua manages

the fish hatchery operations at Grebe and Yellowstone lakes for the Bureau of

Fisheries, which cooperates with the National Park Service and conservation

agencies in surrounding states.

Major operation is with Native, sometimes called Cutthroat or

Blackspotted, trout. Twenty-two million Native eggs were taken, with slightly

over 10 million to be planted in park waters. More than six million have been

shipped to other parks. Yellowstone Lake and its tributaries will benefit most

from the planting operations which are just getting underway. Those waters will

receive five million eggs. Five million others vail be distributed as follows:

.ishton, Idaho, to be reared for two years and then distributed to the Bechlor

River within the park, two million; Slough Creek and Soda Butte Creek, one

million; Gallatin River, 600,000; Heart Lake, 100,000; Little Firohole River,

25,000; Gardiner River, 200,000; Snake Riv^r and Spirca Creek, 300,000; Beula

Lake, 100,000; Mallard Lake, 25,000; and 700,000 given to miscellaneous waters.

*ibout 500,000 Eastern Brook .and Rainbow trout eggs, secured from
nearby states on an exchange basis, will be planted in the park this season.
Grayling eggs are taken only at Grebe Lake, the take this season being 4,200,000.
Of those, 1,282,000 were shipped outside the park, 500,000 to Utah, and 2,000,000
were distributed in park waters, chiefly in Groho, Cascade, Wolf, and Lewis Lakes.

-oQo- J.H.H.
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Yellowstone park, Wyoming, .jigust ix group of 27 Yellowstone

Park visitors organized as the alberta Rocroational Society, holds the distinc-

tion of traveling in the largest house-trailer ever soon in the perk, officials

here believe, arriving in the park this Week for a six-day stay on the last

lap of a 40-day journey, the group attracted attention everywhere with their

pullman-typo motorized trailer. Ralph Twogood of Calgary is in charge of

the party. Host of the members are teachers in Alberta schools.

J .K »I.i.

-000-
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Yellowstone Park, 'Wyoming, august . Vihat is expected to he the

largest single group of associates to take the sky tour over Yellowstone and

Grand Teton National Parks will take off at 6 a. m. **ugust 16th from west

Yellowstone. Billed as the all-employe tour of Yellowstone savages, the group

will include the regular circle trip covering the Upper and Lower Geyser basins,

Grand Tetons, Yellowstone Lake and Grand Canyon, and then swing north to Mammoth

Hot Springs, park headquarters, where the employes work. The trip is being

organized and sponsored by Joe Bill, Yellowstone Park printer. They will be

flying a giant tri-motorod Boeing 80~.i, piloted by two regular transport pilots

of National Paries Airways.

J.H.I!.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . A pair of Rocky Mountain black

)ears are on their way today to bring American greetings and a bit of Yellow-

stone Park atmosphere to the residents of Rotterdam, Holland.

A series of unnatural incidents will be experienced by the two four-

/ear old bruins on their long trek to the Zoological Gardens in Rotterdam.

Ho begin with, they were enticed into a huge bear trap built from a giant road

;ulvert. The ham strung up on a trap-door spring proved their undoing. Then

they were transported in their temporary jail, one from Yellowstone Lake and

the other from the Yellowstone Canyon region, to Mammoth Hot Springs, park

neadquarters where they were transplanted into a shipping cage specially

prepared for them.

By express they are being shipped to Los Angeles Harbor, then to be

transported to Wilmington, California. There they will be transferred to the

S. S. Lrechtdyk where on August 15th they begin the long sea journey over the

Hoiland-Ame r ican 1 ine

.

Reliable public zoos and gardens are frequently supplied with

Yellowstone bears after investigation of the conditions under which they will

be maintained. The recipient must pay all shipping, crating, and transporting

costs; but the government makes no initial charge for the animals.

J.H.M.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Two youths who placed public

interest ahead of selfish desire for profit or notoriety are being lauded "by

Yellowstone Park officials for their discovery of a perfect specimen of an

Indian hammer or war club.

The two "boys, Ilervin Erickson and Don Wood, both of Murray, Utah,

found the 6-1/2 inch egg-shaped hammer stone on a "bluff above the Firehole

river near Madison Junction. Weighing about six pounds and with a perfect

oval surface, the rock was found with only about two inches exposed in a "bed

of gravel and silt covered with a layer of pine cones and needles.

A deeply worn groove used "by the Indians to wrap leather thongs about

the; rock for use as a weapon or utility tool is still well preserved. Lichens

cover parts of the weapon revealing its great -age.

Instead of hoarding their find, the two "boys reported it immediately

to Jennings King, temporary ranger in charge of the Madison Junction museum.

They preferred to have their discovery made available to everyone, so they

presented it to the naturalist division of the National Park Service.

The stone, together with a complete story of its discovery and the

nature of its former practical use, is today in the Mammoth museum where it

will ho "dded to the collection of Indian lore and handiwork. Dr. C. Max Bauer,

park naturalist, considers this find one of the "best specimens added to the

museum collection in years, end highly commends the Utah hoys for their

attitude

•

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Grizzly "bears of Yellowstone

National Park are not air-minded at least not yet. This year for the first

time regular air tours over Yellowstone were inaugurated by the National Po.rks

Airways. Part of the tour takes the planes over the Grand Canyon of the

Yellowstone River and almost directly over the hear feeding ground at Otter

creek near the Great Falls of the Yellowstone.

From the beginning of those tours, it was noted that the hum of the

plane motors approaching from the southeast seemed to cause undue commotion

among the lunching Silvertip boars. **s the strange flying creature approached

overhead, boars scampered in all directions, not pausing until they hit the

timber which encircles the meadow where they feed. Cautiously end furtively

they return later, singly, in pairs, end as family groups, but it has been

noticed that they rarely eat with the seme relish displayed before the plane

appeared. National Parks Airways officials have agreed to skirt the bear show

at greater distance in the future.

Frank ^ndorson, park ranger in charge of the Canyon district, believes

this is one of two explanations for the decrease in number of bears counted

nightly at the bear show. Another reason he advances is the great increase

in spectators. Today 2,000 visitors crowd the log amphitheater each night,

and although they are careful to maintain quiet, such a throng cannot arrive

or depart without causing some disturbance.

So great have the crowds been, this season that a lecture on Yellowstone
wild life, originally given once nightly, has had to enter the "two-a-night"
stogc of performances. Whereas last year as many as 50 and 60 grizzlies
appeared each night, this season the number has approximated 35. Some wags
suggest that the people have "stolen" the show from the grizzlies and the bears
arc getting tired of it.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . An intimate of Jack London,

Rex Beach, and Tex Rickard during the Klondike rush, Arthur Buel, newspaper

cartoonist, came into Yellowstone National Park this week to find out if all

he's heard a"bout hungry fish and spouting geysers is true of the park,

"I've tamed down considerably since those days on the Skagway pass,"

says Buel, who was known familiarly as the major of Skagway in those hectic

days. "Perhaps the fact that I had a fight with Frank Slavin, the Klondike's

favorite heavyweight, may have had something to do with it. Anyway, I was

married, went into the newspaper "business when I found out that I wasn't cut

out to he a dairy maid and since then I've spent forty years in the "business

as editorial and strip cartoonist. He works on the I.lcClatchy newspapers,

spreading his activities over three newspapers in Sacramento and Fresno.

After coming through the pane for the first time in his career, he

spent a week in the Tensleep mountains on a fishing trip. Later he returned

to travel through the park more leisurely.

-0O0- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . When a gentleman from Salt Lake

City recently "became too curious about the soda content in Soda Springs on top

of Mammoth Terraces in Yellowstone National Park, he created a double assignment
for park rangers. First Neil Miner, naturalist, arrived just in time to see
the visitor plunge accidentally into the pool. Miner pulled him out "by his
bootstraps just as the luckless individual was disappearing under an overhanging
ledge. When he came up, he discovered he had lost his spectacles and field
glasses. Eugene Bjorn, temporary ranger, cone to the rescue hero too. Doffing
his outer clothos, he waded into the cool effervescent pool and after repeated
offorts came up with the lost articles.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming-, August . "It's a little discouraging,

f it weren't so funny," muses Myron Griswold, Yellowstone Park range r-

oaturalist stationed at Old Faithful, as he recounts a recent experience with

a, park visitor.

.after having explained some of the myriad wonders around Old Faithful

to an eager lady from the East who had been on his nature walk, Griswold was

approached "by "the same woman at the conclusion of the trip.

"Ranger, I've seen everything in this park now "but one thing. I

can't seem to find Pike's Peak. Will you kindly point that out to me or tell

me where I can find it?"

-0O0- J.H.Li.

PRESS MEMORANDUM - Release on Receipt 19 36 - 64

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Jennings King, temporary park

ranger stationed at Madison Junction in Yellowstone Park, is accustomed to

include many odd and unusual jobs in his daily routine, but this week he

couldn't comply with the request of two visitors.

Two men, both Easterners, were engaging in a heated argument at the

junction of the Firehole and Gibbon rivers where they form the Madison, Both

using the same type of flies, both fishing in the same attractive hole, only

one seemed to have any luck. Time after time he pulled out a magnificent
Loch Lcvon, held it up to the sun and to his companion for inspection, while
that luckless individual's temper mounted to the breaking point. Finally
ill-chosen words led to an argument. Ranger King interceded in the interests
of harmony. They agreed in principle, but asked that he mark out a ring for
them, then act as referee while they settled the issue in combat. He acted as
referee, but only long enough to explain that it wasn't necessary to battle
over a trout when the streams were full of them.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . To 25 CCC youths from Missouri

=joes the dubious honor of having the hottest assignment of some 800 "boys in

Yellowstone Park camps this season, according to George Miller, assistant chief

ranger in charge of ECW projects.

For many years one of the hazardous spots in the par!-: has "been the

Norris geyser "basin, a vast gully literally "blanketed with hot springs, "boiling

pools, steam vents, small and large geysers. Because this area is much newer

geologically than the Old Faithful area, much of the thermal action is close

to the surface. The area is extreme ly fascinating- to visitors, "but "because

the hot water changes its course frequently and "because the action of some

of the pools is erratic and unpredictable, the spot has been a dangerous one

for burns*

This year, under the supervision of C. A. Lord, park service engineer,

25 boys from Camp 730 at Yellowstone Canyon are constructing a permanent foot

path over the entire basin. First the trail is being graded, then covered

with an oil and bitumuls surfacing, and finally to offset the black coloring

which would be out of harmony with the area, white formation dust is mixed

with the preparation put on the surfacing to return the path into the gray

color of its setting'. The entire project will cost about $3500 including

supervising personnel.

At numerous points, in order to avoid interference with the natural

path of hot waters, a bridge-like walk is constructed. Concrete footings
are set four feet apart, planks placed over them and then the walk is filled
with oil mix and covered with the asphalt-like surfacing. In this way an
unobstructed flow is allowed for -.11 present channels, while still allowing
for capricious changes constantly being wrought in the park's newest "hot spot."

-oOo- J.K.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Y/yoming, August . Razing a 50-year landmark of

dlowstone National Park, the Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel, began this week to make

iy for a new $200,000 "building program. Before the 1937 travel season opens, •'

le Mammoth Hot Springs area will be ready with additional accommodations for

>re than 400 park visitors in a new quandrangle of buildings, according to

.lliam M. Nichols, president of the Yellowstone Park Company,

New "buildings to "be erected include one to house the lobby, lounge,

id general offices; a huge recreational hall connected by a small lobby with

iblic service units housing a curio shop, barber shop, hairdressing parlor,

id similar departments; and a large modern dining room*

An innovation whereby guests will at one general office have a choiee

l three types of accommodations—modern hotel, individual cabins with the latest

nprovements, or standard cabins with running water, will be offered at Mammoth

)r the first time. This new development is in keeping with the changing

;vtronage at Mammoth, which in recent years has developed largely into private

ito guest lists. Train passengers will regularly bo accommodated at the dining

oom for luncheon before going into the park interior or for dinner prior to

sparture from the park by way of the northern gateway at Gardiner. Those who

Lsh to remain in Mammoth overnight will, of course, be guests of the new hotel.

The three new structures will be in the natural bowl formed by the

Dothills of Mount Sepulchre. The site is practically the same as that of the

resent hotel, although guGsts in the lobby and lounge will look out directly

Dward the hot spring terraces and Terrace Mountain. A two-story building will

Duse the lobby, lounge, hotel offices, telegraph and telephono divisions, news

(more

)
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j.d cigar stands, and other public services. Behind this "building and connected

V landscaped walks and lawns will rise a huge new recreational hall connected

V a small lobby with a structure providing
'

public service units. The

jcroational hall will "bo 82 "by 132 feet in dimension and will include a raised

j age and a 57 "by 80 foot "ballroom.

A now dining room will rise on the site of the prosent ono , but the

ructure will he rebuilt from the ground up, with, a second floor constructed

living quarters for general office employees. A new front and complete

(novations to the newest hotel addition will provide accommodations for upv/ards

' 20C hotel guests.

Behind these four large buildings, small groups of new cabins will be

aced below the rolling hills immediately behind the hotel. Those will be

Indscapod into the entire Mammoth plan and vail accommodate about 200 guests.

il patrons will be served through the same general office, able to secure

cning room and lunchroom accommodations in the one large new building adjacent.

Construction of the old Mammoth Hot Springs Hotel was undertaken by

o Yellowstone Park association in 1886 after several attempts by other

gonizations failed. New additions were mado on several occasions, with major

w constructions and remodeling buguri in 1913. Since the original building was

cected the hotel has been operated continously by the same organization* Under

"to direction of the late H. W. Child it changed its name to the Yellowstone Park

Etcl Company. Today much of the some personnel continues in the present

cganization under the direction of Mr. Nichols. Officers in addition to Mr.

Echols are Vernon Goodwin, vice president; John Q,. Nichols, secretary to the

lesident; H. B* Brown, manager of hotels; and iC. H. Moorman, manager of lodges
cd camps. Now offices of the organization will be maintained on the second
ioor of the main office end lobby building in the quadrangle.

Numerous service buildings including warehouses, print shop, laundry,

iilorshop, and garages will be either completely razed or remodeled to fit

l.rmoniously into a landscaped design visualized by the architect, R. C. Reamer
i' Seattle. Mr. Re?jner was the architect for the Grand Canyon Hotel and Old
Lithful Inn, both of which have achieved international note for their design.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . A forthcoming battle between two

giant grizzlies for the Yellowstone throne is engrossing park visitors and

rangers alike. For a number of years past, the monarch of the Yellowstone Canyon

area was "Old Earless," so-called because in defending his kingship he had lost

both ears in combat.

Then last year a younger sturdier male grizzly nicknamed "Tuffy" chal-

lenged Earless and emerged the victor in battle. Tuffy has ruled "the roost"

without opposition up to the first part of August.

Recently, each night just as the government truck hauling the "combina-

tion salad" from kitchens about the canyon area, approached the concrete bear-

feeding iplat form, a newcomer has appeared to declare himself "in" on the spoils*

This grizzly, a bad actor in the opinion of rangers who stand guard

with heavy artillery while the garbage is being dumped, will not allow another

bear to remain within 25 feet of the 'platform. He circles the platform, cuffing

every other bear from left to right, eats his fill, and departs.

Tuffy, apparently self-satisfied with his autonomous position, usually

comes in about 7:15 p.m., but the newcomer has been leaving later each evening,

and a meeting of the two is imminent. Park rangers who were familiar with the

grizzlies who inhabited the Old Faithful area before bear-feeding was

discontinued there, believe that the pretender is "Grizzly Ous" a hardy veteran

of many fights before he established his supremacy at Old Faithful. They

predict a finish fight.

J.H.M.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Apparently Eagle Peak and Electric

Peak, Yellowstone Park f s highest, are not enough of an alpine challenge for some

of the park rangers and naturalists. At any rate last week end, three of them,

Richard Preston, Arthur Howard, and Wayne Replogle, all stationed at Yellowstone

Canyon, decided to spend their free day by climbing the Teton Peak in Grand Teton

National Fark.

Howard and Preston constituted one 'party, while Replogle attempted to

make the 13,766 foot ascent alone. The former left Teton Park headquarters

about noon, hiked to a 10,000 foot elevation and there established camp in an

old cave. The next morning they ascended the remaining 3,766 feet by way of

the west face of Teton. They reached the summit in four and one-half hours,

said to equal the record for speedy ascent of this difficult peak. Howard is

considered an authority on park geology having spent six years as naturalist here,

Replogle is a former temporary ranger.

Preston, in recounting his experience, reports that more than once he

wished he were Safely back home. At one point, a sheer drop of 2,800 feet yawns

below the climbers as they cross a difficult point by sliding on their stomachs

with nothing but their fingers clutching small niches in the slope to safeguard

them from destruction.

Replogle followed the same route for several thousand feet after leaving

the base camp, but alone he attempted to scale the treacherous east face of the

mountain. He almost accomplished his aim, too, reaching within 1,000 feet of

the pinnacle. Alone, without sufficient rope to insure protection in the

perpendicular climb, Replogle had to abandon his climb just short of success.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . A two-hour rendezvous with a red

fox atop Mount Holmes in Yellowstone National Park is an experience which two

ranger-naturalists will be able to recount to park visitors in the future.

Wayne Replogle and Arthur Howard, the naturalists, well armed with

cameras and a bit of food with which to entice the supposedly wily fox, found

that this particular specimen was so unaccustomed to human visitors that she

thought nothing of hob-nobbing vjith them for the full two hours.

The result of the little sojourn was a set of 14 intimate closeup

pictures of the fox and a notebook scribbled with detailed notes on the

appearance and characteristics of the rare Reynard.

"Most peculiar of all her traits was her quiet squeaky voice, like that

of a Pekingese lapdog," says Replogle. "We watched her for txvo hours, found

that she buries her food if not ready to eat it immediately, that the fox always

trots and never goes at a walk, and best of all we discovered that the fox will

approach you for food just like a tame deer."

This specimen was perhaps 20 inches long, with a 16- inch bushy tail.

She stood about 14 inches high, and was coated in the rust-red typical summer

fur, though the lower part of the body was considerably lighter, Howard reports.

Only once during the two-hour siege did the male companion of the fox appear,

and then only for a brief look. The female had no pups with her, according to

the naturalists. They found that the pair make their home on Trilobite Peak,

located between The Dome and Holmes in the Gallatin Range.

J.H.M.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Although known to probably only

one of a thousand visitors to Yell owst one National Park, the Grand Canyon area

also harbors several minute geysers. This was reestablished today when ranger-

naturalists there reported the discovery of two new small geysers at the foot

of Uncle Toms Trail which leads to the base of the Lower Falls.

Also discovered at the same time was the renewed activity of an unnamed

geyser about 150 feet above the water's edge just below Artist Point. This

geyser once erupted regularly two or three times daily. Then it ceased for a

long period. Tuesday it went into action again and its schedule has been

uninterrupted since, with each eruption continuing for 3 to 4 hours.

Both of the newly discovered geysers are distinctive in their activity.

One shoots a pencil-thin stream horizontally out of the Canyon wall, and the

other is unusual in that two distinct jets burst from a single vent in an

oblique angle from the Canyon wall. The impression given by the six-foot bent

jets is that of an ancient two-tube horn.

Another -'phenomenon rarely seen by Canyon visitors is an eight-inch

hole in the Canyon wall about 10 feet above the river. From this tube spouts

a constant stream of water, with an oscillating flow that resembles the

discharge pipes of a giant ocean stermer.

J.H.M.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Three Cleveland youths, visiting

Yellowstone National Park for the first time, today are thanking their lucky

stars as well as the help and advice of park rangers for bringing them safely

back to the surface after a half-day of frantic attempts to get out of the bottom

of Yellowstone Canyon below the Great Falls.

The boys are Charles Seiz, 11908 Parkhill Avenue; John Barta, 11810

Parkhill Avenue; and Lou Orban, 12813 Forest Avenue, all of Cleveland.

They decided one afternoon to explore the Canyon from the bottom instead

of from the top, the more conventional way. Below they found the river, canyon

walls, and the small geysers and steam vents so enticing that they did not

notice the approach of evening. When they were ready to make the ascent, they

found themselves on a slippery ledge which made travel in any direction hazardous.

After several hours of clutching, slipping, and terrified clawing on the smooth

walls of the canyon, they finally attracted the attention of visitors at the top

of the rim.

Robert Jennison, temporary ranger, reported their predicament to the

district ranger's office from whence Frank Anderson, district ranger, and

Arthur Howard, ranger-naturalist, hurried with ropes, picks, and other mountain

climbing equipment. When they arrived on the Canyon rim, the rangers found

that terror and the prospect of spending the night in the canyon was a greater

barrier to the boys' ascent than the canyon vails. With a bit of advice to

"keep cool" and some directing on the part of the men above, the boys reached

the last ledge from which they were, assisted with ropes as their stamina was

rapidly giving out.

-oOo- J.R.M,
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Yellowstone Park, "/yoming, August . A coyote who has been called a

coward because each night ho skirts the bear-feeding grounds at Yellowstone

Canyon without coming in to feed on the platform, has been discovered to be not

so cowardly after all, and certainly not dumb.

Park rangers, who wondered why the shifty animal came within sight

every night, but never came close enough to eat, found out this week that this

coyote works a little racket all his own.

One or two of the black and grizzly bears who feed there have a habit

of picking out a particularly appetizing chunk of meat, then scampering for the

timber where they feel they will not be molested. The minute they approach

the timberline, they are followed by Mr. Coyote. He takes a quick nip at the

bear's hind: logs. Bewildered the bear turns to defend himself, and in turning,

he drops his prize soupbonc or sirloin.

Quickly the coj^ote snaps up the dropped morsel and dashes into the timber.

-0O0- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . .* mountain wolverine, whose

existence in Ye 11 ovistono National Park has been doubted for sometime because iin

recent years none has been seen, was reported on the Continental Divide four

miles above the West Thumb of Yoll ovist one Lake this week. Sighted by a resident

of eastern Montana, the wolverine was reported to park rangers, who spoke their

doubts. The Montanan, however, reported that he had lived in mountainous area
all his life, and he knevi a wolverine when he saw one. Park rangers are not

inclined to doubt him.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August • An interesting parallel between

the increase in number of deer fawns and a decrease in the number of $e$r cubs

found this season in Yellowstone National Park, has led park rangers to attach

significance to this situation which seems to repeat itself.

Last season the park boasted a bevy of bear cubs, both of the grizzly

species and also the blacks. At the same time, there wore few young doer.

Frank .oiderson, district ranger at Yellowstone Canyon, and Wayne Replogle,

ranger-naturalist at that point, believe the parr.dox is explained by the opinion

that when bear mothers come out ivith their young they are more likely to bo

destructive to young deer.

The fact that fewer cubs and more fawns r.re in evidence this year

suggests to them that both deer and bear mate only ever1/ other season, and

during years xvhen the bear mother does not have young with her, she is not

prone to be destructive to young deer.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . To substantiate an argument

advanced by students of wild life to the effect that mountain lion cubs may be

born any time during the year, Wayne Replogle, Yellowstone Park ranger-naturalist,

reports seeing a mountain lion cub only three or four weeks old. This cub was

seen at an elevation of about 7,500 feet recently when Replogle was in Grand

Teton National Park on an attempted climb to the top of Teton Peak. On the same

venture, Replogle also saw an .unerican wildcat, often called a red lynx.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . The all-time record for

travel into Yellowstone National Park was shattered August 15 when the 1936

total reached 321,791, surpassing by 3,793 the full season of 1935 when

317,998 visitors entered the five gateways.

Because railroads will continue to bring visitors to the park for

thirty days more, and because ordinarily private automobile travel continues

well into the early days of October, it is now assured that the 1936 season

will roll up a total exceeding 400,000 and likely touching 425,000, officials

predict.

By midmonth the increase over last year's record-breaking number

of visitors continued 40.8 per cent. This increase represented 93,189 more

persons than had visited Yellowstone at this time last year.

Every mode of travel reflected the great surge of visitors to the

park. Rail travel continues well over 2,000 ahead of last year, holding a

percentage increase of 19.1 per cent over 1935. Private automobile travel

continued to run more than 20,000 vehicles ahead of last year. Repeat

visitors traveling by automobile were between eight and nine thousand ahead

of 1935. Even such miscellaneous types of travel as motorcycles, bicycles,

saddle horses, and pack outfits shared in the bulging totals.

The West gate with 106,075 entries thus far is being pushed for

honors by the East gate with 99,390. The Gardiner gateway with 49,709 people

holds a lead over the South entrance with 38,717 people. The newest entrance

to the park from the northeast by way of Red Lodge and Cooke, Montana has
shown the most phenomenal increase with 27,900 people on August 15 as compared
with 7,408 the same time last year, an increase of 276.6 per cent.

-oOo- T.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Two hundred Rotarians of

Wyoming, Montana, Utah, and Idaho vail gather at the Canyon Hotel in Yellow-

stone National Park Saturday August 22 for their annual inter-district

meeting.

Everett Hill, past president of Rotary International, will be the

principal speaker at the banquet in the evening. Tom Davis, Butte, former

vice president of the International organization and one-time governor of

the old No. 20 district, will act as toastmaster.

Bob Lightner's "music of the stars" orchestra which has played the

season's engagement at the Canyon Hotel will provide music and vocal

entertainment for the banquet. A classical concert by this same organization

which has the distinction of having played for the last two Presidential

Inaugural Balls vail precede the banquet. Later in the evening the same

group will provide instrumental and vocal music for the Annual Rotary Ball

in the Canyon Lounge.

Preceding the regular convention on Friday will be an assembly of

the presidents and secretaries of twenty Montana clubs. This session is

scheduled for Friday afternoon with L. W. Upshaw, Great Falls, District

Governor, in charge. E. A. "Gene" King of Livingston is assisting with

arrangements within the park.

J.H.M.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . After years of warning,

lcturing, educating, and even an occasional arrest, park rangers in Yellow-

e one believe they are reaching the stage where visitors at last realize that

jrk bears are wild, that they should not be fed at all, and that they should

rt be treated as tame pets.)A close check on all types of bear damage, including injury to

•operty as well as individuals, reveals that both types of bear damage are

i the decrease. For years, park officials report, they have been trying to

<'fset early impressions that the bears are tame and can be fed, fondled, and

Doled just like ordinary house pets. Every bulletin contains the warning,

')0 NOT FEED THE BEARS." Dozens of signs were posted at all points of

oncentration. Every ranger and naturalist repeats the warning in lectures

Iround campfires, at geyser cones, or on nature trail walks. Still bear

ljuries persisted. Finally a few persons had to be brought to headquarters

Dr molesting bears and inviting disaster.

This year seems to indicate that the park administration's aim to

rase this type of hazard is fast approaching realization. Trouble with, bears

ver damage to cars, cabins, tents, food caches, and other disturbances has
ropped several hundred per cent. The total season's counts against Bruin for
his type of nuisance is only 24, less than one-third last year's total. Up
o the first of August only 19 instances of bears scratching or biting molesters
ad been recorded. In no instance this year has any injury been serious, most
f them being chargeable to illegal feeding by hand.

Since August 1, however, there has been a revival of the hand-feeding
pidemic and 17 injuries have been reported already this month. Park rangers
elieve that it '3 just about time to make another arrest.

J.H.M.

-0O0-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . An effort to transplant a herd

P American bison to the vast sprawling Hayden Valley that skirts miles of

Lghway between Yellowstone Lake and the Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone is

pparently being balked by flies.

Thirty-six buffalo were brought down this spring from the buffalo

anch in the northeastern section of Yellowstone National Park and turned loose

n the lush, grassy valley. It was hoped that these animals would be satisfied

o spend the entire summer on the green slopes of the valley, and thus become

n added attraction to visitors who might get a clear view of them from the

ighway, according to Maynard Barrows, park ranger assigned to wild life study.

However, the presence of flies in the open sections upset the rangers'

lans. For a short while the buffalo herd thrived on the tall grass in the

alley. As summer progressed, they became irked by the hordes of flies and

;radually retreated to higher and more forested areas. At first they were

liscovered on Mary's Mountain, just a few miles from the valley. About the

»nly park visitors to see them were saddle parties, although passengers of the

[rational Parks Airways frequently saw them on regularly scheduled sky tours of

he park. Latest reports indicate that the herd has retreated farther into

he interior where they are now harbored in the dense forested area around

Beach Lake, miles away from the road.

It is hoped that this group will be successfully wintered in the seme

irea, because then they may eventually drift down to Hayden Valley for spring
md fall range. If this proves true, Barrows believes that park visitors will
yet have an opportunity to study wild roaming buffalo. At present only a small

iaerd of 35 can be scon in the buffalo corral near Tower Falls, The main herd
of 1,000 animals is miles away from populated areas summering in the northeast

fountains

•

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . The typical American honeymoon

—

lat is the goal set by Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde, U. S. minister to Denmark,

fter her marriage in New York to Capt. Borje Rohde, gentleman in waiting to

enmark's king and member of the Royal Guards.

And thoroughly American it is, too, including such famous haunts for

ewlyweds as Yellowstone National Park, Niagara Falls, Bridal Veil Falls of

osemite National Park, air tours of metropolitan centers as well as parks and

.onuments.

"Six years ago, I toured Yellowstone Park with my children," Mrs,

ohde recalled on her arrival in the park. "Then we toured as real sagebrushers,,

;raveling and living in a motorized trailer. As a matter of fact, I rather

;hink we had one of the first houses on wheels with complete accommodations

to enter Yellowstone.

"I could think of no better place to introduce America to my husband

than to revisit Yellowstone Park, one of the ideal American summer vacation

spots. We are traversing much of the Western wonderland which I showed to my

children in 1930," she concluded.

Much of their transcontinental tour of America is accomplished by the

aerial route, the Rohde s report. In Yellowstone Park, they first arrived in

West Yellowstone by air, transferred to the big yellow busses for a typical

loop trip, then returned to West Yellowstone to retrace their route again by

air, taking the new but already famous sky tour over Yellowstone and Grand

Teton National Parks, From West Yellowstone they planned to fly to San
Francisco. During September and October Mrs. Rohde plans to campaign for
President Roosevelt. After the election they will return to Copenhagen.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . The week just closed in

ellowstone Park might well have been set aside as Dignitary Week, judged by

he concentration of well-known personalities during the period.

Heading the list of notables was Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde, daughter

f the "Great Commoner," one-time Congresswoman from Florida and at present

hited States Minister to Denmark. She came to Yellowstone on a wedding trip

1th her Danish husband, Captain Borje Rohde, gentleman in waiting to the king

f Denmark and member of the Danish Royal Guards. Although the Rohdes adopted

he most modern method of reaching Yellowstone, by airplane, when they arrived

hey preferred to travel as typical "dudes" in the yellow busses that circle

he grand loop.

Another distinguished visitor was Ray Murphy, national commander of

he American Legion. He arrived for a two-day rest and fishing trip with Boyd

tutler, office adjutant from national headquarters in Indianapolis. While in

he park they met Mrs. Murphy and two children, Raymond and Charles. Commander

Eurphy left the park by air to deliver the major address at the state Legion

onvention at Missoula, Montana. Other state conventions he was to address in

succession are to be held in Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming.

Senators Gerald P. Nye of North Dakota and Hattie M. Caraway of

.rkansas made Yellowstone their destination also during the past week. Mrs.

Jaraway arrived by motor with her son, Forrest, while Senator Nye joined Mrs.

lye, and their two sons, James and Robert at the Canyon Hotel. A daughter,

larjorie, also is at the Canyon, but she is there as a "savage," an employee

)f the lodge company.

Others counted in the list of prominent persons this week were Mr. and

Irs. Martin Johnson, the well-known explorers; Ernest Hemingway, author; Robert

sterling Yard, prominent writer and present editor of the National Park Ass'n

md secretary of the Wilderness Society; and C. H. Collingwood, chief forester

md field man for the American Forestry association of Washington, D. C.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone lark, Wyoming, August . The Mammoth Museum in

Yellowstone National Park which harbors hundreds of historical relics of

pioneer days in the once forbidden area that now constitutes the park, this

week received a written scroll which tells the story of the construction of

one of the first hotels in the park.

The scroll, removed from the Fountain Hotel which was razed in 1927,

recounts the dedication of the corner stone of this hotel on September 22, 1890

when the building was erected.

Presented to the museum by H. B. Brown, hotel superintendent at the

instance of W. M. Nichols, president of the Yellowstone Fark Company, this

plaque will be retained in the files as an interesting memento of the first

great struggle to open up the vast park area to visitors from all parts of

the world. Perhaps in those days when few persons dared to venture by pack-

horse and stage into the wilderness of the park, no one would have been bold

enough to predict that 45 years later more than 400,000 people would be visiting

this national preserve. Yet this season this figure will be surpassed by

25,000, park officials estimate.

The scroll reads as follows: "This, the Fountain Hotel in the

Yellowstone National Park (a reservation sot aside by the United States

government for all time) under the auspices of the Yellowstone Park Association

and to be dedicated for the reception of tourists and the general public in

this the year of our Lord, eighteen hundred and ninety. The architect and

superintendent of construction being R. R. Cummins of the state of Pennsylvania.

( mo re

)
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7J. D. Clark, foreman; Joseph Stulb, Jr. of Ponnsy, clerk. The men at work on

the same building this day of our Lord, September 22, eighteen hundred ninety

are as follows: viz. Sam'l Brown, John Grey, Sam'l Christianson, Thos. Gait,

W. S. Morrow, Thos. Ross, Peter Nelson, G. Ogden, V/n. Kurz, Jos, Schuppcl,

Gilbert Knutzson, Dave l.iowry, Earnest Jenkins, J. J. Loyd, S. McDonald, J. B.

Doherty, Bob T.friite, Steve Hillman, Jos. Jahncki, Thos. Beal, Douglas Gervinc,

R. V. Armstrong, Peter Roach, John Henley, Guy Bartlett, C. A. Cedar, Hd.

Bufford, Mose Carlcton, Chas. Carlcton, Steve Shingler, Nick V/ilson, S. V/ilson,

Jesse Fry."

Below these signatures appear the business cards of dignitaries who

participated in the event. Among them are listed Villiam Solon Mellon, who

then was president of the 2Torthern Pacific Railway; Mrs. Mellon; U. G. Pcarce,

general purchasing agent for the same railroad; Mrs. Pcarce; J. './. Colver,

member of Folds, Griffith, & Colver of Minneapolis; and Mrs. Colver. As if

to add a more personal touch, Mr. and Mrs. Me11 en, their daughter, Gertrude

B. Mellen, and Mr. and Mrs. Pearce then added individually written signatures

on separate cards.

At the bottom of the scroll appear eight pastemarks where 45 years

ago the participants had fastened eight coins to the bottom of the heavy

cardboard. Six dimes and two pennies had been pasted on the card, but

apparently at some time an individual seeing the card had thought the 62

cents was worth more in his pocket than on the scroll. All coins had been

removed, but their imprint is still clearly definable.

J.H.M.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . For at least 40,000 Yellowstone

Park visitors, 10 per cent of the total checked in this season, one of the

highlights of their trip was a dip in the famous geyser-water swimming pool

at Old Faithful.

Newest of the man-made attractions in the park, the Old Faithful

pool has had a spectacular rise in popularity since it was opened late in

the summer of 1934. Last year was its first full season of operation and

about 40,000 persons experienced the novelty of a plunge in the same water

which explodes periodically out of the subterranean passages around Old

Faithful. This season the number is between 25 and 30 -ner cent ahead of

last year.

Most -nonular with family prouns is the special children's nool

where the water is kent at a temperature between 88 and QO decrees. "Parents

enjoy this nool because of the measure of safety it surmlies for their children,

and the youngsters revel in it because there is no danger, and the surface is

usually blanketed with rubber ducks, swans, balls, and life buoys.

The major portion of the pool is kept at 84 degrees with depths

ranging from 4 to 8 feet. Diving boards are placed on both sides of the deep

end. The pool is lined on both sides and one end with 156 dressing rooms.

Ordinarily half of these are set aside for men and half for women, but in the

event of a convention of either sex, 40 dressing rooms on the end can be

closed off from one sidp of the entire pool and used exclusively by either a

group of men or women. On the second floor two large open-air solariums

provide ample opportunity for appropriate sun tans, while the sunbathers

are afforded a perfect view of Old Faithful geyser during her regular eruptions.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . The bears of Yellowstone which

yearly fascinate hundreds of thousands of nark visitors will be reborn for

juvenile bear fans through the written work of Mrs. Esse Forrester O'Brien,

author and student of wild life.

Mrs. O'Brien, author of "Elephant Tales," published by R. R. Alexander

& Sons of New Richmond, Indiana, to be released this fall, is now in Yellowstone

collecting notes on the grizzlies and the black bears of the park. These

anecdotes, indidents, pictures, and pranks of the bear family will be recorded

in a new book to be undertaken this winter, Mrs. O'Brien says.

Instead of traveling through the nark in the manner of the regular

visitor, Mrs. O'Brien is snendin? hours near road cairns, mess halls, garbare

dumrs, and food caches. She has interviewed canm foremen, c^mo cooks, mess

hall attendants, rangers, naturalists, even bears themselves. She is not

content with a biological thesis on the ordinary habits and characteristics

of these forest playboys. She wants the unusual, the imnish and the mischievous

antics retold and reenacted for her. Like the elerihant tales which she gathered

over a period of years, Mrs. O'Brien feels certain that her juvenile stories

about bears will attract just as large an adult following °s it will anreal

to children.

-oOo- J.H.M.

PRESS MEMORANDUM - Release on Receipt 1936 - 84

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . The plant life of Yellowstone
Park including everything from the fringed gentian, official park flower, to
the scrubbiest cedar tree growing out of barren limestone, has this season come
in for special attention from Miss Edna Lind of England. Ker studies are
designed to assist her in interpreting Yellowstone's botanical life to her
students of the University at Sheffield, where she is lecturer in botany.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Perhaps it's just a coincidence

and hasn't anything to do with longevity, but the fact is that the current

season has provided one pilgrimage of insurance men after another heading for

Yellowstone National Park.

l/.'ith the convention season practically over, insurance men continue

to head for Yellowstone. Still booked for gatherings before the season closes

are 250 representatives of the Ohio National Life Company of Cincinnati who

arrive at Old Faithful August 24 for a four-day meeting, the last two of which

will find them at Yellowstone Canyon. They leave August 28.

On September 6-8, from all corners of the United States, 500

representatives of the New York life Insurance Comnany will assemble for an

introductory meeting at Old Faithful and then for business sessions at the

Canyon Hotel.

Just before the close of the season, another army of several hundred

nolicy salesmen, most of whom are quota winners in their area, will gather

as guests of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. Their assembly is also

scheduled for the Canyon Hotel, September 9 and 10.

As if to make certain that all these insurance men will be nrovided

with transportation to their respective homes, the windup convention trip for

the season begins September 11 when 300 ticket agents from railroad offices

over the entire country assemble for a complete tour and business sessions at

Old Faithful and continue to Canyon.

J.H.M.

-oOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August_ . Savages employed at Old Faithful

„odge in Yellowstone National Park call this particular black bear, "Bum," but

lis talents would qualify him for a better cognomen.

Bum has one characteristic which lifts him far above others of his

Kind. He has suoer-olfactory powers. Translated into sinmle Enrlish, that

Jneans he has a nose for pie.

Bum has lived around Old Faithful lodge for so many years, he welcomes

oldtime employees as kindred souls. He's such a regular fellow that he is

almost considered part of the scenery. The reason is that he is just about as

stable as the trees and flowers in back of the lodge kitchen. Bum is an old

bear, perhaps 15 to 18 years. He is disreputable looking, with a shaggy fur

that never seems to be entirely a summer or winter coat. Instead he's a

counterpart of a wornout coat with many -patches and many threadbare snots.

From the first day the lcdp-e kitchen roes into operation, Bu^ armears

on the scene. He has never learned the methods of his Jesse Tames brethern

who hold up oars on the roadside. Pie hasn't had to, as ] orif as the kitchen

keeps the fires burning.

From morning until night, Bum traces his steps from one window of

the kitchen to the other. With a soulful expression on his face, he raises

his nose high to the window sill, the better to forecast what delicacies the

cook is preparing. On ham and cabbage days, he prefers the window nearest to

the chef. But on all other days, after a careful survey of all windows for

inviting aromas, he invariably returns to the window nearest the baker. There-

he sits by the hour. Experience has taught him that through this window come

not only the most delightful odors, but the best pie handouts.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Fark, Wyoming, August . An intimate glimpse into the

past when poachers, horse thieves, and stagecoach robbers found in this area

something other than a great recreation -preserve was furnished Yellowstone

Fark officials this week by C. J. Wertz of Richland, Nebraska.

A one-time U. S. marshal, Mr. Wertz believes he is the last living

person who saw the notorious Kate Kincaid die. She was one of the last of

the outlaw gang in Wyoming and Utah, and her demise was part of the great

cleanup which saw Jackson Hole restored to a state of law and order.

One of Wertz' s intimates in those days nearly fifty years ago was

"Dutch Charley" Henderson, guide, trapper, and poacher, who combined a

bountiful knowledge of the park and the west vith a disdainful disregard for

the lavs that sought to keep the park wild life intact. During his visit here,

Wertz recounted what he considered his closest escape from extinction.

With Dutch Charley he had rounded u^ a string of stolen horses to

bring them back to headquarters at Mammoth Hot Springs. While trailing them

over Mary mountain, they were followed by the horse thieves wfao in the meantime

missed their loot. The brigands managed to keep in timbered areas out of

sight of the marshal and his friend. From their retreat they fired volley after

volley at the two riders. One shot killed Wertz' s horse beneath him, and he

had to duck for cover while Dutch Charley scouted for the men in ambush.

The setto ended when Charley killed one of the thieves, and Wertz is certain

that he owes his life to the man who so frequently brushed with the law himself.

Wertz first came to Yellowstone in 1887, returned again in 1888,

but since that time had not revisited the area until this week.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August^ . Less than two-tenths of one

>er cent of the 425,000 persons who will visit Yellowstone National Park this

eason will be able to boast participation in the park's newest and perhaps

;reatest adventure the fish fry picnic on Stevenson island deep in the vast

fellowstone lake.

As an experiment a few years ago N. J. Croney, for years in charge

* Df boats on the lake, suggested organizing daily expeditions to the island to

'ombine a fishing trip with the picnic idea. Dubiously, park officials lent

their agreement, and the idea was allowed to grow without undue promotion.

This year 700 park visitors have participated in this outing which

is reminiscent of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn's exploits. Departing from

the boat docks on either a huge launch or speedboat "pup," the visitor is

given a speedy flight over the four-mile stretch that separates the island

from the mainland. Here he is transferred to a small outboard r.iotorboat or

rowboat with a guide who directs the parties to the most promising fishing

holes. When all have caught their limit, the boat heads back to the island.

Here the visitor is taken to a sheltered retreat hidden in the

timber. Croney and his assistants have already begun preparing lunch over a

huge stone fireplace. Quickly the fish are prepared for the pan. Croney and

"Yellowstone A2," one of the oldest guides, are expert in the preparation of

trout fillets. They slice out the fillets with razor-like speed, dip then in

a corn-meal base, then pop them into a sizzling butter sauce flavored with lemon.

None of the 700 who have tasted of the joys of the island fish fry
are willing to compare it with, any other experience. Croney insists upon only
one rule you must catch a fish or you don't eat. Rarely, says he, has anyone
come away hungry.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . An elderly gentleman with a

heavy shock of white, kinky hair was sitting idly in a circle around a campfire

at Fishing Bridge in Yellowstone National Park a recent evening.

Harry R. "'oodward, ranger-naturalist, wishing to get further acquainted

with the striking-looking individual, asked him where he hailed from.

} "I'm from California -- Stockton, California," said he.

"You have a college there, haven't you," queried Woodward.

"Yes, the College of the Pacific," came the answer.

"Isn't that where Alonzo Stagg, former head coach of Chicago IT.

coaches," asked Woodward.

"Yes, I'm he," answered Stagg.

For the past ten years Stagg has been coming to Yellowstone regularly

each season to rest and fish. His favorite spot is the area around Yellowstone

lake near the famous Fishing Bridge. He expressed disappointment at the

dismantling of the famous old landmark which is now in progress to make way

for a new bridge.

When he was told that the new bridge will provide a convenient

footbridge for fishermen to avoid the traffic hazard of former years, Stagg

replied

:

"I never noticed any traffic if I had a strike."

j.K.r.

-0O0-
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Yellowstone Park, ViJyoming, August__ . . k demonstration of underwater

feeding by a large bull moose this week provided the occupants of 50 automobiles

bearing about 250 Yellowstone visitors with an unusual spectacle.

.It a point on the Yellowstone river where „J.um creek flows into the

major stream, the river grasses and plants grow to the surface of the water.

Here at a point where the depth exceeds the shoulder height of a moose, one

recent evening, a caravan of people on a game-stalking expedition came upon

a splendid specimen who has been frequenting the meadow area along the river.

Wading into the river to the spot where the plant tops were exposed,

the animal completely immersed himself with the exception of his far-extended

nose. For intervals of several minutes each, only a slight disturbance of

the surface indicated where the moose was feeding. Then with a snort and much

flailing of the water, he raised his nose to better assimilate the dripping

plants. As darkness approached, he seemed to gain his fill, for the wide-eyed

spectators watched him wade out and disappear in the timber.

-oOo- J.H.M.

PRESS MEMORANDUM - Release on Receipt 1936 - 91

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, .uigust . Because of the increase in

the number of ground squirrels, marmots, and other rodents, park naturalists

believe badgers are greatly increasing in Yellowstone Park. The smaller

animals are natural prey for badgers. On numerous occasions they have been

seen in widely separated sections of the park. Once shy and quickly holed
upon discovery, the badger is developing boldness and disinterest in human
beings, the naturalists report. Recently on the Red Rock trail leading to

the bottom of Yellowstone Canyon visitors had the good fortune to see first
a badger, and within a few minutes they came upon ;. martin, not 200 feet away
from the badger's lair.

-oOo- J.H.II.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, ...ugust . The golden marmot of Ycllow-

itone Perk, fat end sassy by this time after much free food from visitors,

tas already gone into hibcrnetion, perk rangers report.

Like the brown bear who has developed his begging proclivities to

;he acme, the marmot hes long since learned that his best bet for the summer

s to stey close to the well-populated areas in the park. Thus ever;/- lodge,

lotel, cafeteria, end housekeeping camp hes its quote of the bulging, furry

nischief-makers. They'll eat enything, but popcorn end nuts hold their speciel

interest.

-wll summer long they have waxed fat and geined confidence in their

lability to wangle delicecies from happy visitors. Finally on .uigust 25, the

beckoning whistle into underground hideouts below porches failed to bring out

the little beggars. They've hed enough of food end ere now looking forwerd

to a long, listless winter.

"Going to be en early end e herd winter," rangers say es they eye

the calender.

-oOo- J.H.r.

PRESS MEMOR»NDtJi.? - Release on Receipt 1936 - 93

Yellowstone Perk, ".•yoming, ."i.ugust_ _. .ji old set of initials cut

into what was once a huge lodgepolo pine end since reduced to a deed stump,

hes aroused the curiosity of perk rengers at the Grand Cenyon of the Yellowstone.

The mark, ".... L. 1891," cut into the bese of e tree near the stairway leeding

to Inspiretion Point wes discovered by 7eyne Replogle, ranger-naturalist, who

conducts a deily nature walk elong the cenyon rim.

-oOo- T.E.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, .'..ugust . Dan Cupid seems to have found

the Grand C?nyon of the Yellowstone a happy hunting ground this season. Three

wearers of the forest-green uniform of the National Park Service have succumbed,

two of them leaving this week for eastern points and matrimony.

First to fall under the spell of the hymenal moon which v/reaks havoc

with preseason romances is Truston Pecry, ranger-naturalist at the Canyon. He

left the first of this week for Duluth, Minnesota , where on .aigust 28 he will

be married to Margaret Hustad, a one-time "savage" employed in Yellowstone

.

They will make their home in Columbia, Missouri, where Peery is a member of

the Stevens College faculty.

-J.most coincidental with this ceremony will be another which will

unite ..1.. Raume, temporary ranger from Laramie, Wyoming with a young lady

from that city who apparently didn't know what ?. romantic individual Raume

wis until she saw him again in his ranger uniform. Their wedding was

scheduled for .axgust 28, ~.nd they will live in Laramie where Raume teaches

physics in the local high school.

Last of the Canyon staff to foel the dart from Cupid's arrow is

VJayne Replogle. Commissioned as a Kentucky colonel by one-time Governor Ruby

Laffoon, Replogle now is head coach at Elgin .*cademy, Elgin, Illinois. He

will be married late in November or early December to Marian Churchill of

Elgin, a niece of Emerson Hough, well-known author who is glorified here as

the savior of the Yellowstone herd of bison.

-oOo- J.H.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, .aigust . There's nothing sissy about

William H. Jackson, 93, first photographer vho ever recorded the beauties of

Yellowstone National Park on film. Pie entered the park first in 1871 as a

member of the Hayden survey party. He made repeated trips here in 1872, 1878,

and 1883. In the past 12 years, he has visited here each season. Back in

his favorite spot in America, Mr. Jackson, decided a few days ago to join

his friends and fellow members of the Appalachian and Colorado Mountain clubs,

camping out below Jenny lake on the Snake river in the Grand Teton National Park.

Fully 90 members of the alpine clubs, all hardy and trained to

withstand exposure and endurance, do their camping in primitive, adventurous

style -- out in the open with a bedroll on the ground. No tents, trailers,

vacuum bottles and fireplaces for them.

When Mr. Jackson expressed a desire to join them, J. S. Haynes,

official park photographer, end Joseph Joffe, assistant to the Yellowstone

Park superintendent, made arrangements to accompany him. They planned to

provide a tent and bed; but Mr. Jackson wouldn't go '.long under those conditions.

Equipped with a bedroll, blankets, and nothing else in the way of

comforts, he joined the party and spent his night under the stars with the 90

others,

;

'I wouldn't feel justified in being a member of these two clubs or

of the Explorer's club, if I couldn't play my part,' says Mr. Jackson. "...11

this seems to be unusual to the younger folks, but I can assure than I don't

think it extraordinary."

Though approaching the century mark, Mr. Jackson still maintains
numerous interests: a member of the Oregon Trail association; a "roving

historian for the N tional Park Service

;

;
' and finally as an artist. Right now

he is making oil painting enlargements of many of his early pictures.

-oOo- J.H.I1.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, .august . Characterized

"by George C. Crowe, Assistant Park Naturalist, as the finest educational

group to enter Yellowstone National Park this season the Transylvania

University unit of 58 Kentucky young men and women arrived here this week

for an extended stay.

This is the sixth consecutive season that Transylvania

University, a motorized educational traveling school, has returned to

Yellowstone. While here the group is organized into regular classes for

study in a score of different fields of training. For many of these courses

the students make field trips, using natural surroundings as a laboratory for

the detailed study of wild life, trees, flowers, geology, meteorology, and

the "basic xciences .

To provide facility in camping and outdoor methods

each student is given an intensive four-day training prior to his departure,

J.H.M.

-eOo-
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Montana editors attending the

state press association convention this year will bring back with them a

firsthand record of the newest gateway to Yellowstone National Park.

After a two-day business session in Red Lodge August 13th and 15th,

the group will arise with the sun on Saturday morning for a sunrise caravan over

the Beartooth range on the new Red Lodge-Cooke highway into Yellowstone. Driving

over this newly constructed highway, bituminous surfaced and built for highgear

travel, the editors will find themselves quite on top of the world and able to

look down on seven distinct switch-backs in the roadway below them.

On entering the park just below Cooke they will encounter some new

highway work connecting the new approach with the park road system. They will

be checked in early morning at the new ranger station at the park gateway, and

proceed along Soda Butte creek and the Lamar river to Tower Junction. From this

point they again trek over beautiful mountain roads over Dunraven Pass to

Yellowstone Canyon, where they will have lunch at the Canyon Hotel.

An afternoon program begins at Old Faithful Inn with Superintendent

Edmund B. Rogers welcoming the guests to the park. L. -^. Flint, publisher of

the Livingston enterprise and a familiar park figure, will make the response.

Then will follow completion of unfinished business, election of officers,

presentation of newspaper awards, and the closing be,nquet and dance that evening

with entertainment by Yellowstone "savages."

Officers of the associating are H. Stanley Thurston of Stanford,
presidunt; H. H. Howard of Bozeman, first vice president; J. R. Overholsor of
Fort Benton, second vice president; H. J. Kelly, Kalispoll, third vice president;
and H^nry Wo are of Helena, secretary. Convention arrangements arc in the hands
of Leon Shaw, general manager of the Billings Gazette; C. H. Draper of Red Lodge,
Mr* Thurston, Mr. Flint, and Mr. Woa re

.

-0O0- J.H.M.
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Release on Receipt august 11, 1936

Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, .august . A "band of 30 Iowa "boy scouts,

proudly displaying the insignia and colors oi scouting' s highest ranks, descended

upon Yellowstone National Park early this week for an extensive tour of the

nation's greatest area of wonders.

From Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Clinton, DeWittu, Tipton, west Liberty,

and Muscatine they assembled on ^ugust 3rd for the long trek which took thorn

through the Bad Lands, the Black Hills, and finally to Yellowstone "by way of

the east gate through Cody, Wyoming. Once in the park they entered completely

into the spirit of the park, exploring geysers, hot springs, canyons and caves,

hitting the hiking and saddle trails to the more remote and inaccessible points

of interest. They found wild game of all kinds, tested the fighting spirit of

mountain trout, admired the hundreds of species of birds and studied the blanket

of wild flowers.

They were well equipped mentally to make the most of their exploratory

venture, too, for tfc group boasts two iSaglc scouts, three Life scouts, six Star

scouts rjad a skipper who has had experience on a sua scout trip. This means

that they have learned sufficient outdoor lore to entitle them to merit badges

in scores of different fields. James Hiner, Jr., Davenport scout executive, is

the loader of the group.

After leaving Yellowstone, the itinerary of thu scouts will include

a jaunt through the Grand Teton National Park, thence to Cheyenne on their

3,000 mile trek which is scheduled to bring them back to Iowa .august 16th. They

are making the trip in a large truck outfitted with comfortable benches, and

they carry their own cooking- and sleeping equipment.

-oOo- J.K.M.
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Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, August . Three Cleveland youths today are

thanking their lucky stars along with several Yellowstone Park rangers for get-

ting them out of a serious predicament with most of their skin still intact. The

boys are Charles Leiz, 11908 Parkhill Avenue; John Barta, 11801 Parkhill Avenue;

and Lou Orban, 12813 Forest Avenue.

The three boys decided one day this week that they wanted to explore the

Yellowstone Grand Canyon from the bottom instead of the top as the more convention-

al visitors do. They descended the steep slopes of the Canyon below the 308 foot

Lower Falls of the Yellowstone River. The descent was simple and for a number of

hours they explored the river and the vari-colored walls of the Canyon. On one

slope they discovered small geysers and steam vents. These fascinated them

considerably and they attempted to reach the shelf of rock on which the thermal

action was visible.

About this time the Canyon was growing dark as the sun disappeared over

the ledge. They began their ascent; but were rebuffed by a combination of

circumstances that made the climb up much more difficult than the descent.

Slippery walls faced them in all directions. Mist from the falls made the slopes

glassy and treacherous. In addition steam from the geysers and hot vents covered

everything with beads of moisture. For several hours they clawed and clutched

their way upward; but finally gave up and in desperation yelled for help to

park visitors on the Canyon rim who sensed their plight.

Robert Jennison, temporary park ranger from Nashville, Tennessee, reported

the youth's quandry to the district ranger station. Frank Anderson, district

ranger, and Arthur Howard, ranger-naturalist, quickly assembled ropes, picks, and

other mountain climbing equipment to rescue them. With the advice and assistance

of these three men the boys were brought to the top without difficulty.

Rangers explained that had they not been terrified by the prospect of

spending the night on the Canyon ledge that they might have managed the ascent

without assistance.

_oDo- J.H.M.
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6 Comparative Travel Eigures with. 19 55 and 19 34

Season Through August 15, 19 36

1936

NTRANCE
Rail (People) Motor Misc.

People
Total
PeopleHotels Lodges i Total Cars People

North 23 52 1247
|

4179 15034 45546 184 49709
West 5147 1849 * 699 6 28359 99005 74 i 106075
East 2000 567 2567 29103 96695 Xt-JO 99590
South 34 9 43 11188 or do 1 1587 38717
Northeast 8101 27366 54 27900
TOTALS 10113 3672 13785 91785 506199 1807 321791

19 35

North 1252 2902 i 4154 11752 37408 ! 300
i

41862
West 19 69 5367

|

** 5336 20361 70855 77 7 6248
East 788 1265

j

2053 22889 75102 85 77240

| South 14 14
i

28 7614 25021 795 i 25844
Northeast

i

2155 7549 59 7408
TOTALS 4023 7548 11571 64769 215715 1516 228602

19 34

North 1456 2119
j 3575 11674 36250 1 665 40490

West 1400 2521
j

***5921 16651 58047 131 62099
East 715 1027 1742 19488 63677 82 65501
South 21 11 ! 32 6679 21857 92 219 61

Northeast 829 2740 66 2806
TOTALS 3592 5678

i

9270 55521 182551 1036 192857
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i Park. Ti
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iord for travel was s

massing by 5,79 3 the
le seasonal travel is

NOTES

hattored i
v

19 35 tota]

recorded

-ugust 15, when the 19 36 total
. season when 317 ,998 visitors
through September 25.

The average daily travel for August to date is 5,090 people and 1,400 cars,
is compared with 3,903 people and 1,071 cars for last year. This is an average
Iaily gain of 1,187 visitors and 329 cars over last year.

During the first fifteen days of August 76,343 visitors and 20,998 cars en-
tered the Park, as compared with 58,552 visitors and 16,067 cars in 19 35. This is

i gain of 17,791 people or 30.4$, and 4,931 cars or 30.7%.

To date 102,477 fish have been caught as compared aith 121,524 for last year.

Rail travel for August 1 to 15, 1936 was 3,991 visitors, an increase of 412,
or 11.5$ over the 5,579 people entering by train from August 1 to 15, 1935.

Gain and Percent age Leads by Gates, Season to date
- -

North West East South Northeast Totals

Cars 3TiB. Cars Vio • Cars! Vis., Cars yio« Cars .Vic. Cars Vfeltc rs

Increase 3282 7847 7998 29827 6214 1 22150 3574 1287 3 5948 20492 27016 95189

i Inc. 27 .9 18.7 39.3 39.1 on i 1 no o 46.9 49.8 876.3 27 6.6 41.7 40.8

*Union Pacific, 5858; C.M.St. P. and P., 1141; Northern Pacific, 17; Total 6996

"
, 4621; " " " , 684; " "

, 31

J

, 329 i; 598; 57; 3921
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
National Park Service

Yellowstone National Park

—
)

19 36 Comparative Travel Figures with 1935 and 19 34

Season Through August 31, 1936

19 36

,

FRANCE
Rail (People) Motor Misc.

People
Total
PeopleHotels Lodges Total Cars 1 People

fcrth 3714 1583 5297 17248 5257 3 188 58058
1st 6455 2197 * 8652 34081 1 118462 89 127203
Isjfc 2476 688 3164 35058 116746 141 120051
JEuth 60 9 69 13759 46150 2386 48605
flrthaast

JpTALS
10229 35205 34 35239

12705 4477 17182 110375 369136 2838 389156

1935
irth 1500 3444 4944 13993 44745 329 50016
list 2459 4310 ** 67 69 25150 87643 136 94548
1st 988 1576 2564 27897 92003 85 94652
-JEuth 23 16 39 9762 32325 1774 34138
|irtheast 3296 11280 93 1157 5

.; TOTALS 4970 9346 14316 80098
i

267994 2417 284727

19 34

irth 1835 2540 4375 139 32 43567 714 48656
jst 1868 3342 ***5210 1997 3 69991 151 75352

1st 895 1274 2169 23445 76773 86 79028""

Eth 26 15 41 8086 26316 112 26469
ftrtheast 1071 3578 74 3652
1 TOTALS
= 4624

„ i i

7171 11795 66507 22C225 1137
TTTT-. — ; <-.- ' !

233157

TRAVEL NOTES

The total travel season to date through August 51 is 389,156 people, which is

7% ahead of the corresponding figure for last year and 66.9$ ahead of 19 34.

For eight successive weeks, from June 28 to August 22, 1936, the weekly totals
e exceeded the record week in 1935, when 28,246 people entered during the week
August 16-22.

A new record was made for any one day in August on the 9th of this year when
i'7ft people entered the Park. This compares with the previous record when 4,530
(•pie entered August 4, 1935.

Montana is leading the States in travel with 31,588 visitors, California is

:ond with 27,815, and Illinois is third with 20,146.

Travel Summary for august, 1956, Comparative
19 54 \% over' 35 1 % over ' 34JClassification 1936 19 35

[liber of visitors entering
p'aber of vehicles entering
pf'aber of rail visitors entering
INaber of fish caught season to date

jfe
srage number of passengers per car

143,708
39 ,588

7,388
112,754

3.42

114,677
31,396
6,324

142,391
3.42

83,898
23,186
5,212

118,770
3.38

25.3
26.1
16.8

-20.8

71.5
70.7
41.7

- 5.1

|*Union Pacific, 7264

L* " "
, 5887

* * n it

j
4428

C. M.St. P. and P., 1369; Northern Pacific, 19

it ti it R37- " »
, 45

tf tt CO
II

837;
754;

Total 8652
" 6769

5210
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STATEMENT SHOWING YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK AUTOMOBILE TRAVEL BY STATES
o

t

•^ason Through August 31, 1936
~

, NOR1

! ^ST EAST , SOUTH t ,KE l TOTA

STATES .Cars Pass. , Cars Pass. , Cars Pass. .Cars Pass. ,Cars Pass. Cars Pass.

ilabama , 10 36 , 27 95 35 126 , 11 39 2 7 [ 85 303 .

irizona 49 143 220 711 72 209 85 259 25 64 451 1386
irkansas 5 17 52 207 78 270 44 147 7 33 186 674

California 928 2646 4580 13852 1856 5419 1462 4266 542 1632 9368 27815
Colorado 220 679 412 1360 1319 4258 852 2780 97 305 2900 9382
Connecticut 28 82 78 218 110 318 38 114 27 69 281 801
Delaware 7 23 7 21 11 34 4 14 1 2 30 94
Dist. of Col , 47 139 134 415 163 509 52 150 32 99 428 1312

Florida 44 139 151 452 102 330 48 141 12 30 357 1092

Georgia 16 64 94 310 48 158 33 298 8 35 199 865
Idaho 184 612 3241 13563 165 535 595 2380 49 170 4234 17260
Illinois 400 1358 921 3031 3577 11866 799 2670 378 1221 6075 20146
Indiana 148 514 330 1093 813 2750 240 807 88 316 1619 5480

Iowa 211 746 456 1620 1773 6424 376 1327 585 2978 10702

Kansas . 145 , 531 426 . 1529 1177, 4275 • * 0*D l 2634 L 71 253 , 2552 9232

Kentucky 25 90 97 393 116 418 40 134 10 27 288 1062
Louisiana 16 50 67 239 81 263 34 122 15 203 689

Maine 7 25 10 34 16 43 7 19 Jj 19 45 140

.Maryland 21 66 80 275 110 366 33 105 22 72 266 884

Mass. 64 204 153 464 264 814 53 152 41 128 575 1762

Michigan 209 665 474 1625 1303 4064 334 1071 .226 745 2546 8170

Minnesota 376 1286 547 1834 1274 4320 108 354 601 2255 2956 10049

Mississippi 19 88 23 94 37 128 8 32 1 3 88 345

Missouri 158 514 403 1373 1133 3917 564 1918 92 316 2350 8038
Montana 2487 8427 2869 10341 757 2670 164 501 2694 9649 8971 31588
Nebraska 187 704 334 1232 1736 6183 720 2593 115 506 3122 11218
Nevada 28 86 197 674 30 85 37 129 15 41 307 1015
N, Hampshire 10 30 15 42 22. 58 9 21 1 , 4 57 155
New Jersey- 59 1715 205 615 343 1039 120 369 44 136 771 2335
New Mexico 16 55 75 239 86 281 43 145 9 28 229 748
New York 206 571 611 1834 1083 3296 288 866 136 404 2324 6971
No. Carolina 19 62 58 259 43 157 17 63 5 17 142 558
No. Dakota 274 1039 313 1163 206 724 35 124 574 2126 1402 5176
Ohio 177 593 587 1969 1344 4562 344 1121 123 403 2575 8648
Oklahoma 110 382 303 1090 671 2313 413 1517 36 145 1533 5447
Oregon 219 664 700 2224 297 890 192 615 110 337 1518 4730
Pennsylvania 142 437 433 1424 619 2009 239 778 66 206 1499 4854
Rhode Island 10 30 22 77 29 82 12 36 8 28 81 253
So. Carolina 21 78 29 133 15 46 10 37 3 11 78 305
South Dakota 116 454 238 879 911 3298 82 283 140 531 1487 5445
Tennessee 18 60 84 299 66 225 36 122 5 16 209 722
Texas 116 387 441 1504 759 2596 393 1338 35 108 1744 5933
Utah 154 504 3841 '15788 85 255 706 2880 44 115 4830 19542
Vermont 3 10 8 22 18 63 7 21 2 7 38 123
Virginia 25 87 53 205 63 219 27 83 14 42 182 636
Washington 820 2663 1193 3922 661 2030 291 897 280 899 3245 10411
W. Virginia 12 42 50 165 56 196 17 60 10 34 145 497
Wisconsin 219 765 389 1324, 1311 .4445 137 436 254 862 2310 7832
Wyoming 116 341 249 804 2194 8025 1247 4293 568 2133 4374 15596
Alaska - - 1 2 - - - - - - 1 2

Canada 318 1141 332 1192 195 667 47 144 190 672 1082 3816
Canal Zone 2 5 3 8 14 43 4 14 - - 23 70

Hawaii 7 22 33 99 37 96 22 67 4 8 103 292
Mexico 3 7 1 2 6 23 - - - - 10 32

Philinnines 2 12 2 7 2| 2 4 - - 8 28
Australia 2 3 - - 1 2 1 2 - - 4 7

Baluchistan 1 2 - - - - - - - - 1 2

Belgium - - - - 1 4 - - - - 1 4

Brazil 1 1 - - - - - - - - 1 1

Chile 1 2 1 3 1 4 - - - - 3 9

China - - 2 7 1 2 - - 1 3 4 12

Cuba 5 15 1 6 1 2 - - - - 7 23

Cyprus - - - - - - 1 2 - - 1 2

Dtch W. Indie: !
- - M 2 5 "™

i

- - - 2 5

England 2 5 3 10 - - - - - - 5 15
France - - 1 6 - - - - - - 1 6

India - - - - 2 5 1 3 - - 3 8

Italy - - - - 1 1 - - - - 1 1

Netherlands - - - - 1 1 - - - - 1 1

New Zealand - - 1 2 - - - - - - 1 2

Porto Rico - - 2 11 - - - - - - 2 11

Scotland - - - - - - 1 2 - - 1 2

Sweden - - 1 4 - - - - - - 1 4

Switzerland 1 2 - - - - - - - - 1 2"

TOTALS 9246 30581 266641 94395 29303 .98421 ,12218 41499 ,8070 ,27882 85501 292778
(

I

I

^ars ijnteriilg sec:ond ti*ip, unclasssifiec [ by states 8590 29313
/Iotor<cycles

,
unc]Lassif ].ed by stat(3S 241 300

3resejison t:ravel , uncl£issified by stateJS 16043 46745

GRAND TOTAL JILL CIIRS AN!D TASl3ENGERS5, classify3d ancL unclassif:Led 110375 369136
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WEATHER BUREAU

SUMMARY OF WEATHER CONDITIONS
at

MAMMOTH HOT SPRINGS, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

AUGUST, 1936.

The mean temperature for the month was 61.

9

c
, or

1.0° above normal. The mean temperature for the month
was equalled in 1934, and exceeded in 1909, 1922, 1929
and 1931, as recorded since 1904.

The highest temperature during the month was 87 c
,

on the 8th. This is about the normal maximum tempera-
ture for August. The lowest temperature during the
month was 54°, on the 28th. There was no day during
the month when the mean temperature had more than 8°
departure from normal.

Precipitation during the month was 1.62 inches,
or 0.55 inch above normal. This is the highest August
precipitation since 1933, when 2.58 inches fell. Almost
half of the month's precipitation fell on the 12th.

There were 10 clear, 10 partly cloudy, and 11
cloudy days during the month. Precipitation fell on
15 days, with 0.01 inch or more falling on 11 days.
Hail fell on the 15th. 11 days during the month had
thunderstorms, as compared with a normal of 10. There
was no frost during the month at the station, but light
frost was reported at about station elevation at other
points on the 28th. The average wind velocity during
i;he month was 7.6 miles per hour, and the highest veloc-
ity reached during the month was 27 miles per hour,
from the north, on the 18th. Almost as high a velocity
was reached on the 24th. The prevailing wind direction
during the month was southwest. The percentage of pos-
sible sunshine during the month was 69, as compared
with a normal of 70%. The lowest observed relative
hinmidity was 14%, on the 23rd and 24th, at 12:23 p.m.
(local noon)

•

A. L. King,
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WEATHER BUREAU.

MONTHLY METEOROLOGICAL SUMMARY.

Hon,
Yellowstone Park, TJyo. , 7

--

—

.; month, Aug.ua, 19 56

Temperatuee.
(Degrees Fahrenheit.)

Max.

73

70

72

75

80

80

81

87

85

77

78

^3

74

7
T
?

81

78

75

75

73

73

79

79

73

72

68

67

75

81

79

67

Min.

51

51

45

42

49

48

50

56

56

56

53

52

52

fiA

54

49

Mean.

46

41

45

50

48

57

39

44

34

5.9 47o9

1 decree

38

50

45

62

62

62

60

61

64

64

68

70

66

67

63

63

64

68

66

60

62

60

57

62

64

60

54

54

Precipita-

tion.

(In inches
and

hundredths.)

.04

.02

T

.08

,35

.01

.77

.01

Character
of day.

Cloudy

Cloudy

Cloudy

Pt.Cld^

Clear

Pt.Cldt

Clear

Clear

Cloudy

Cloudy

Cloudy

Cloudy

Pt,Cldy

Pt.Cldy

Olear

Cloudy

T :^.Cldy

0__j?t.Cldy

Clear

Pt. Cldy

Clear

3>t.Clay

(Jloudy

Clear

CI

T Pt.Cldy

54

6C

64

61.9

dcr

12 C

o:.'

pos-
sible Mean... 30_, 0_5J$ yghest — J3QAJ37, date 28-
sun-

shine

!

29

.33

45

64

97

61

88

DO

31

55

35

53

93

82

J9

76

84

100

65

100

80

80

82

lear 100

02 Pt.Cldy

Clear

Clear

loLvOy

.08 cipuafr.
Total.

lo62

51

83

100

100

63

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
(Reduced to sea level; inches and hundredths.)

lowest -20-

17

69

-34-, date.

, date.

, date.

-23--

-2-9--

~~2~

-2_9_,_5.6— , date _

TEMPERATURE.
Highest _87_._, date 8. ; lowest

Greatest daily range 43
Least daily range 1.7-

MEAN FOR THIS MONTH IN—

1871 82... 93..---. 04 ._60^J.15 -&Q+Q26 _5g_a_g

1872 83..... 94..6&..205 -61h,-616 .58*027 -55-r9
1873 84..... 95._61.-606 -59-»-3l7 .5B+&2S -56-,-6

1874 85 96 ..60...407 .-55-.-318 -57-.-Q 29 -64-.-S

1875 86 97 ._62_..408 .5.7.*D 19 -61.-4 30 -61*X)
1876— 87-.6i_.JL9S ..S2l..009 ..5-2...620 .59-.-0 31 -62^ 6
1877 88..6L..299 ..57...010 _57-«~32i .60-.-2 32 -&0-.-6

1878 89 ..6A..O0O ..6Q..-611 .5-6*-422 .63-.-0 33 -5S-.-9

1879 90 .6O...601 __63_,-0l2 .55.+J 23 -5S-.-2 34 41-^-9
1880 91 ..62^.202 ._59..-3 13 .60-^.7 24 _5&,-6 35 -61-v.£
1881 92 ._6.Qj.803 -&1.+2 14 .59-^-425 -57-.4S 36 41-^-9-

Normal for this month 60.^-9

Absolute maximum for this month for 50 years —QQ
Absolute minimum for this month for 4-Q years 23-
Average daily excess (+) or deficiency (— ) of this month as compared

with the normal _:0--_9

Accumulated excess (+) or deficiency (— ) since January 1 __+.@55_

Average daily excess (+ ) or deficiency (— ) since January 1 ..+-0—3—

PRECIPITATION.
Total this month —-i.-.6x1 ; snowfall ...0

Greatest precipitation in 24 hours —Q-..J!? , date lg
Greatest 24-hour snowfall 0. , date ^-—

Snow on the ground at end of month— .— ^.
TOTAL PRECIPITATION THIS MONTH IN—

1871 82 93l»0-6 041..J.1- lSl-^g. 261._rg.£-

1872.

1873.

.... 83 941..75 05 0^-32- 160,-70- 272-,-g-l-

.... 84 95IU-7.2. 061,-46- 17 0,-1-7- 280,-9-6-

1874 85-— 96-Q.,3.7. 07Q_,_90- 18Q..S6- 291_,_3-7_.

1875 86 970-..5.7- os 3^-42- 19CU40. 304^.13-

1876 87 98 2_*.Q5 09 0^.7-0- 200^^7- 310-.-7-&-

1877— 88 99 2^-23- 10 0,52- 211-^03- 32Q-
# -9-7-

1878 89 0...6.4 ooQ_,_29- 110,46- ^1-,&Q- 332-,-§a-
1879 90l..7..7. 01 1.-65. 121«.jS6- 23Q-.-7&- 340-.-68"

1880.... 9ll...22. 02Q,.61- 131..58- 241^sg_ 350v.7.g-

1881 92CL-64 03Q,_45. uQl+zQ- 251-.-65-- 3(l-T -6-2-

Normal for tliis month 1..-Q-7— —

Excess (+ ) or deficiency ( — ) of this month as compared with the

normal ±0.^5.5

Accumulated excess (+ ) or deficiency ( — ) since January 1 .-l^^g...
MEAN RELATIVE HUMIDITY (Percentage).

. o a. m.,73...1— ; local noon, 56-.,-4~; —6 P«m-&7-yl—
WIND.

Prevailing direction ...1x3- ; total movement -^^gg.— miles;

average hourly velocity ...7-r- .6 ; maximum velocity (for five

minutes) ...2.2— miles per hour, from ....nOT thr

on 18
Maximum wind velocity this month since 1-9-04 -

(True velocity) 38-5-1912
weather. ( True velocity)

Number of days, clear JL0 ;
partly cloudy -10— -» cloud>

T —lj_-—
on which .01 inch, or more, of precipitation occurred —H—

MISCELLANEOUS PHENOMENA (dates of).

Auroras .HQUa ; halos: solar16.yZZy%& ' Uliar --N©fie-~

Hail 15. ...; sleet .^ose— -
>
f°g~ None""

Thunderstormsl.^3. ;i.4.,.6-,iQ-.llrl^7-l^y-l-7-,-3G-r31-
*Frost: light .Hone ;

heavy Uo-Re '
killing -fto«e"

this mOn
(̂|r̂ _.

«

T > . indicates trace of precipitation,

rded after the occurrence of "ki
west observed relative humidity,
the autumn frosts are not recorded after the occurrence of "killing," except in Florida and along the immediate coast of the Gulf of Mexico.

8-36-75

1Q60 OOVLKMKKT PHUTINO OITICI

>, on 23rd and 24th at 12 o

-Ai-X^- Xing.
23 p.Ei,

Weather Bureau.
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